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Ceathrú Aodha Dhuibh CLG
Coaching Culture
‘The way the sapling is shaped determines how the tree
grows. The deeper the roots the greater the fruits.’
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FOREWARD
Ag tabhairt ar aghaidh a bhfuil meas ar chuig daoine a bhfuil meas orthu.
‘Passing on that which is cherished to those who are cherished.’

I am extremely proud to have this opportunity as Chairperson of Carryduff GAC
to make these opening comments to our Carryduff GAC Coaching Culture Plan.
Carryduff GAC has progressed enormously from our formation in 1972, from being
the ‘Nomads’, who for decades had no home of our own, to being the thriving club
that we are today. Our aspiration, as one of the largest clubs in County Down, is to
ensure that CLG Ceathrú Aodha Dhuibh is located at “the heart of the Community”,
“an Croí an Phobail”. Our aim is that this plan will encourage and empower all the
coaches in our club to be the best coaches, role models and leaders to our younger
players, who are the next generation and future of our club. This document sets out,
in detail, our Coaching Values of Support, Hard Work, Team Spirit, Fun, Effort and
Commitment that will underpin a coaching culture that allows each individual child
the opportunity to develop in a nurturing, secure, fun and competitive environment.
Our culture is focused on the needs of each child as an individual, challenging them in
a fun environment to help them become the best they can be, both on and off the
field of play…
Kate Connery, Cathaoirleach
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INTRODUCTION
This is Carryduff GAC’s coaching culture. It’s “what we’re about”. We hope this will
encourage and empower coaches in the Club to be the best coaches, role models and
leaders to our younger players who are the next generation and future of our Club. It
is designed to be a living document, updated as new research emerges and best
practice is further established to guide player development.

The ‘Why?’ of Carryduff CAC’s underage coaching culture is to: establish a
coaching culture that allows each individual child the opportunity to develop in a
nurturing, secure, fun and competitive environment to help them to be the best
they can be, both on and off the field of play. Our culture is focused on the needs of
each child as an individual, challenging them in a fun environment, appropriate to the
level they are at. Embedding this culture in Carryduff GAC will:

1. Maximise juvenile participation in the Club;
2. Encourage physical activity in our youth;
3. Instil a sense of connection and belonging to our club and present our young
players a vision of a future within our club for all;
4. Strengthen bonds between our young people;
5. Grow self-worth;
6. Draw in parents and supporters into the Club, fostering a sense of community
and providing opportunities to get involved in coaching and administration
within the club.
7. Develop, from the earliest possible age, a sense of work ethic, team and
community that are the bedrock of great players, great teams, great people and
great clubs.
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8. Result in successful teams at senior level in both men’s and ladies football and
hurling.

At the outset it should be stated that long-term success for Carryduff GAC will
not be measured by numbers of juvenile trophies or medals. Whilst we recognise that
children are naturally competitive and that wanting to win and being self-driven to
compete are important qualities, we wish to draw a distinction between being
competitive versus winning. Children should always be encouraged to compete and
give their best, but our player pathway is not result driven. Success, we believe, will
follow the creation of a coaching culture focused on values of support, hard work,
team spirit, fun, effort and commitment.

“Success is peace of mind, in knowing you made the effort to do your best to
become the best you are capable of becoming”- John Wooden
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Our aim is to create an environment and culture, that allows every child to
reach their potential and, if they desire it, develop the character traits, technical skills
and knowledge to compete at the highest level for Club and County. A positive
attitude will, in time, win over ability. It is imperative that our culture runs through
every aspect of the Club, from nursery to senior players, parents and committee
members. It is who we are as a club and represents what we value. We must build it,
live it and constantly reinforce it. It embodies qualities of support, hard work, team
spirit, fun, effort, discipline and commitment.
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PRINCIPLES OF OUR COACHING CULTURE
The 8 ‘C’s of Success

Connection
● We coach children, not sport. It is important that we get to know and connect
with our juvenile players so that we can understand them and challenge them
appropriately, allowing them to improve and reach their potential. This builds
trust and drives performance. Connecting with players can happen naturally,
but coaches should also be intentional about it.

● Create a training environment that fosters a deep connection with the club and
GAA games. Make them “students of the game”. Underage players should be
actively encouraged to attend senior club and county games. Coaches should
consider arranging bus trips to bring players to County games, both within
Ulster and if possible to Croke park. These can often be one of the highlights of
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the year for players and coaches and further enhance connection amongst the
team.
● Coaching is a relationship business. As well as getting know your players get to
know the parents, club members and other coaches – a connected team! They
are the team off the field.
● No silos, one club. Support other age groups and codes.
● It is important that Coaches connect with all players in their group. Where there
are multiple teams in an age group it is advised that all coaches involved with
the group have the opportunity to coach each team during the course of the
season to get to know the players better.

Confidence
● Inner attitude is a key to outer results. Confidence is linked to the beliefs that a
player has at executing a skill and is built on three solid foundations: 1) positive
attitude; 2) experience and 3) support from others.
● The best confidence naturally arises out of competence. Coaches should
provide opportunities for players to see and experience success, to constantly
reinforce the message that they possess the technical and physical qualities
required.
● Encourage players to reassure each other. It not only helps increase confidence
among their teammates, but also themselves.
● A key in developing confidence is having players playing without fear. This
requires development of culture where players are not worried about making
a mistake or missing a shot.
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Contagious positivity
● Energise players, supporters & community with optimism & enthusiasm.
● Transfer belief and attitude.
● Build a positive team culture. Be enthusiastic and friendly.
● Be an example, set the tone – others will follow.
● No blaming / complaining / defending mindset. ABC leads to D (Anger, Blame,
Complain leads to Defeat).
● Fill the team with positivity – attitude over talent.
● Catch the players being good. Notice the effort, the improvement, not
necessarily the outcome.
● Next ball. Live in the moment – recent past is still the past.
● Don’t put “energy vampires” in positions of influence.

Consistency
● Same principles apply, whether winning or losing. It means you have to value
the process and effort, and not the outcome.
● ‘What we make important, they will value’. So be consistent on what is
important.
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● Apply the process consistently, same in meetings, training & matches (eg.
punctuality, respect, train to play).
● Stay humble and hungry – we don’t know it all, we can all improve. Beginner’s
mindset.
● Always strive for improvement.
● Have consistency among coaches. Coaches need to be on the same page,
delivering a consistent message to avoid confusion. Unity of purpose is very
important.

Communication
● Communicate with players, parents, coaches, referees: before games, after
games and at training. Build relationships, fill the space with positivity.
● Ask questions and listen to players’ answers. Build a team mentality.

● Reinforce crucial messages and employ consistent language and affirmations,
e.g. next ball, out in front, never give up, work as individuals, work as a team,
leaders pass the ball, why make two passes if one will do, if it’s to be it’s up to
me.
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● Listen to fellow coaches. Reflect as an individual and coaching team on each
training session. Be open to constructive criticism. We’re here to
learn/improve.
● Coaches share good practice and learning points – collaborate. Coaches forum.
● Reinforce how important it is for players to communicate on the field of play,
(e.g. ‘look left, John is there’) and encourage those around them to
communicate, both verbally and non-verbally (e.g. high fives, fist pumps, etc).

Commitment
● Leaders commit – others will note your commitment & example and follow.
● Players will learn value placed on commitment. Commitment is necessary to
succeed.
● Reward commitment, for example excellent attendance at training or chasing
back to get a block in.
● Become the hardest working team, on and off the pitch.
● Share and resolve problems. Don’t blame one player, coach or referee.

Care
● ‘Nobody cares what you know, until they know that you care’ T Roosevelt.
When players know that coaches care they are more likely to trust them and
will be ready to learn and improve.
● Respect Club equipment, kit and players’ gear.
● Care about injured, upset kids/players.
● Encourage players to care about and support each other – therein the team
bond.
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Character
● ‘Hard work beats talent, when talent doesn’t work hard’.
● Develop character of players – it becomes the character of club.
● Character traits at the centre of our coaching culture are: Respect, Punctuality,
Discipline, Work rate, Team sense and Commitment.
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GOOD COACHING PRACTICE
The following are intended as a series of guidelines to aid Coaches in the Club:
• Set up an introductory meeting with parents to establish a rapport, explain
plans for the year, basis of decision making e.g. selection for teams, playing
time.
• Implement a team development plan at the start of the season to address
coaching of the key competencies and review periodically throughout the year.
• Coaches of each team should establish agreed team values and behaviours,
that are not at variance to Club values set out above and are consistent with
the GAA code of behaviour.

•

At the start of each season an Introductory meeting with Head of Code,
Coaching Officer and individual team mangers should take place to agree
expectations and establish priorities for the year ahead. For example, on
whether to field more than one team and if so, whether to have teams of mixed
ability or an A team and a B team. This is likely to vary according to age group
13
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and on the nature of the competition (league Vs Championship). Such decisions
should always be made in the best interests of players and should be
communicated to players and parents. In cases where players from a younger
age group are required to play up to support fielding of a team in the age group
above this must be done fairly, communicated clearly and agreed by
management of both teams.
• Coaching sessions to be pre-planned and shared with coaching team prior to
each session.
• End of season review by the coaching team to 1) facilitate hand-over to new
coaching team and 2) reflect and learn from this season’s experience (what to
continue? what to add? what can be improved? what to stop doing?).
• Session reflection: The Coaches Checklist below provides coaches a useful
checklist to help coaches provide the best football and hurling experience for
all our players and to ensure that coaches and players get the most from
training sessions.
• Sessions should be planned well with a quick transition between training games
and activities. Water breaks should be brief and not take longer than necessary.
Dual Players and Individual Player Loading
Carryduff GAC is a dual club. It is the responsibility of Coaches to make being a
dual player as easy as possible. A player should never be placed in the middle of
arguments and have to pick between codes or teams, regardless of their age.
When there are two separate management teams for hurling/football, or
different age groups, there should be close communication to ensure that
decisions are made in the best interest of the player and to prevent player
burnout.
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Training Load
The World Health organisation states that children should do at least an
average of 60 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical activity per
day. https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/physical-activity
The numbers of training sessions available to teams is dependent on numerous
factors including availability of pitches, coaches and mentors. Ideally players at
U13 and above should have two training sessions and a match per week and this
should be arranged in agreement with Heads of Code and Facilities Manager. It
is also advisable, to maximise potential for players to develop in a game
environment, to actively seek challenge matches both within and outside the
County to supplement games within formal County league structures. It is also
recognised that for players to reach their potential, that extra practice of skills
and physical activity outside of designated training sessions is required. It is
important that coaches reinforce this message to players and parents.

Coaches Training Session Checklist:
Season checklist
1. Was a season training plan put together to make sure all age appropriate
coaching key components addressed?
2. Was introductory meeting with parents held?
3. Was introductory meeting with players held?
4. Were training sessions planned in advance and communicated in advance to
all members of the coaching team?
5. Did coaches routinely reflect on all training sessions and matches?
6. Did an end of year review take place at the end of the season?
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7. Was a hand over of players made to the incoming coaching team for the
following year?

Session checklist
1. Did learning take place?
2. Was it safe?
3. Did players use the ball for the majority of the session?
4. Did you involve all your players?
5. Were you a good role model?
6. Did you, the coach, enjoy the session?
7. Did you speak to all players once?
8. Did you use bad language?
9. Did you plan the session in advance?
10.Did you coach positively?
11.Did you review your coaching session?
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ROLE OF PARENTS
As coaches it is simply not possible to translate on-field coaching efforts
into performance without parental cooperation. We rely on parents to
implement coaches’ advice on preparation, rest, nutrition into action. It is
parents that will ensure children are properly registered, bring their
mouthguard, hurl, helmet, water bottle, gloves, wear the appropriate clothing
and get to training and matches on time. It is therefore essential that parents
are viewed as partners on the journey of player development and learning in
Carryduff GAC. Parents should be engaged early to communicate plans for the
year and to explain the basis of coaching decisions. It will be impossible to
always please everyone, but if parents are aware of the rationale then they are
more likely to respect decisions, even if they don’t always agree with them. It is
also important that parents buy into the coaching philosophy, ensuring positivity
when supporting the team and not giving specific instructions to their own
children during matches.
There are numerous practical ways in which having parents on board can
help the team. Practical things such as kit washing, covid supervision, female
mentoring, fundraising, photography and helping with administration are only a
few examples of ways parents can aid coaches. A detailed description of the role
that parents can play in assisting and encouraging their children to fully
participate in Gaelic Games is provided in the GAA code of behaviour
(https://www.gaa.ie/api/pdfs/image/upload/ukepuvlq3qhyie10jfqy.pdf).
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The Parent as a Coach / The Coach as a Parent
Parent volunteers are the bedrock of our GAA sporting community and
give up their time to not just coach their own child, but if they get involved in
coaching, a whole team of children. Without their work, many children and not
just their own, would be denied an opportunity to develop a healthy relationship
with exercise and learn the important life skills that team sports have to offer.
The impact that coaches have on young people is huge and a good coach can go
a long way to help a child develop their potential both as person and a
sportsman or sportswoman. It can also, done well, be a hugely positive
experience for you, as a coach and as a parent, and allow you to spend quality
time with them in a positive sporting and learning environment.

The decision to get involved in coaching can be voluntary or sometimes
and perhaps more commonly you are gently or not so gently pushed into the
role! Either way, whilst Carryduff CLG club are massively appreciative and
supportive of the time that parent volunteer coaches, are prepared to give, it is
important that people that take on this role, do so with the right mindset and
commit to self-improvement and learning about child development and
coaching. Before making the decision to get involved in coaching a team there
are a number of key questions that should be considered:

Should you coach your own child?
As a coach:
● Can you separate the role of being a parent and a coach?
● Can you be fair and objective to all the players in the squad including your
own child?
● Are you able to find the time to give the role the commitment it deserves?
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As a parent:
● Can you separate the role of being a parent and a coach?
● Will this impact negatively on your relationship with your child?
● Will it work for the rest of your family unit?

Challenges of Being a Coach to your child’s team
● You must be fair and objective about all the kids in the squad and give
them all equal opportunities to develop and progress. Try not to focus
with favouritism on watching or coaching your child at training or
matches.
● Must aim to be an outstanding role model
● Focus on your self-development as a coach, as well the development of
the children you are coaching
● Setting boundaries with parents of other children you coach, that you
spend social time with away from sport.
● Be prepared that all your decisions will come under some form of scrutiny.

Suggestions:
(1) Have a clearly defined game time and selection policy (See different age
group guidelines) and communicate these to the parents of the team at the start
of the season. Be consistent and transparent in how you enforce this. The best
forum to address this is a meeting with parents. This also gives an opportunity
to connect with the parents, introduce your coaching philosophy, agree team
standards and expectations and outline a procedure to address parental
concerns or disagreements.
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(2) Ask a co-coach or co-coaches to do the majority of individual coaching of
your child during training and matches.
(3) Ask a co-coach or co-coaches to make decision on team captains and end of
season awards.
(4) Try to recruit other parents to volunteer in roles supporting the team (eg
team photographer, female mentors, fundraising).
(5) Consider coaching other teams in the Club.

This could probably be best summarised as: Act with integrity. Be fair and be
seen to be fair.
For further reading on this topic consider: Two hats (Gordon McClelland)
Let them play (Jerry Lynch), What size balls do I need (Steve Morris)

Separating the Role of a Parent form that of a Coach

Key considerations:
Your primary role is still that of a parent to show your child unconditional love
and offer huge amounts of emotional support.

As a parent:
●

Talk to your child about the different roles and establish times when you are
the parent and when you are the coach. Agree triggers when that role will
change, i.e. leaving the car at the club grounds and getting back into it after
a match, training session, or entering the changing room.

●

Don’t talk too much about the sporting experience at home. Home should
still be home, a safe, loving environment without undue pressure.
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As a coach:
●

Let your child know that being their parent will always come first

●

Talk to your child about how when you are a coach you have to be
completely fair to all the players on the team and you may have to give
them feedback in front of the team
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PLAYER PATHWAYS
Our player pathways act as a guide to demonstrate how our young
players, starting at nursery level, can progress through the various age levels
ensuring that they get the appropriate learning and development experiences
that are suitable at each stage. Ultimately, we aim to retain as many players as
possible during this process so that they are prepared, and ready for the
challenges they face as they enter adult ranks in club/county and beyond. Even
if our youth players don’t progress to Senior level it is our fervent hope that they
will remain as valued members of the Club and GAA. There are a myriad of roles
including involvement in facilities, health & well-being, administration,
mentoring child safeguarding, language and culture that require volunteers and
we believe that there is a place for everyone.

Each of our Player Pathways have been devised to ensure that they are in
line with best practice, as set out in the GAA and LGFA Gaelic Games Player
Pathway.
https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/14233%20Duchas%20Doc%20update
.pdf.
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From a coaching point-of-view we are committed to improve every
player we come in contact with. As such we recognize that each child is an
individual and therefore this can’t be a one size fits all approach. We also
acknowledge that players develop at varying rates and therefore the pathways
provide reference points, but it is understood that coaches should use their own

valuable experiences to ensure that the developmental needs of each individual
child is met. We hope that over the long term our young players will learn to
understand and enjoy playing Gaelic games, foster a sense of belonging to
Carryduff GAC and develop character and resilience that will be equally
important off the field as on it.
A crucial aspect of player development, and a feature that is implicit in
each of our Player Pathways, is the importance of being able to make, and learn
from, mistakes. In order to learn, players have to fail on a consistent basis.
Everyone learns from their mistakes and quite often the most successful
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athletes are the ones who have made the most mistakes. There is truth in the
adage, ‘when you win you win and when you lose you learn’. To put it another
way, remember the acronym ‘LOSS’ – Learning Opportunity, Stay Strong. When
children make mistakes it is important not to be too interventionist. We will give
them space to figure things out for themselves, with a few helpful prompts from
coaches to guide them. ‘Show them where to look, not what to see’. This creates
learning that is more likely to stick. In doing so it is crucial that we provide a
nurturing and secure environment, a psychological safe space where children
feel comfortable making mistakes. This crucial part of our culture will be
constantly reinforced.
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What Does a Player Pathway do?
For the Player:
- Describes best practice in the sport.
- Promotes a child/youth player centred approach.
- Provides clear pathway for progression.
- Attain higher and more sustained levels of success by guiding all participants
to achieve their own true potential.
- Supports the holistic development of players.

For the Coach:
- Describes best practice in the sport.
- Provides a clear pathway for progression for the players they are coaching.
- Provides guidelines for age-appropriate coaching Interventions.
- Gives an insight into the long term and short-term goals for their coaching
interventions.

Stages of Player Development
GAA & LGFA player pathways for long-term player/athlete development include
six main stages (see below). These six stages provide players and coaches an
overview of the “key strands” that can be developed at each stage.
1. FUNdamental: Nursery & U8
2. Learning to Train: U10 - U12
3. Training to Train: U14 -U16
4. Training to Compete: U18
5. Training to Win: +18
6. Retirement / Retainment
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Table 1: Key Strands of Player Development
Stage

Age

Key Strands to Develop

FUNdamental:

2-6

Focus on fun and
participation with key
emphasis on physical
literacy and fundamental
movement skills with and
without the ball

6-8

Major skill learning phase
where all the basic skills
in football are learnt.
Both sides should be
utilised.
Focus on fundamental
movement skills with the
ball

8-10

Emphasis
on
understanding how to
play and work together as
a team

10-12

Principles of play and
applying good game
sense

13-18

Combining all aspects of
performance including
decision making, higher
physical demands of the
game and coping with
competition

Players to get a feel for the
ball. Learn to master the ball

FUNdamental:
Learn to use the ball well

Learning to Train
Learn to play together

Learning to Train
Learning about positions
Training to Train: U14 -U16
Training to Compete: U18
Learning to perform
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“The Need for Speed”
(& Agility)
There is a common perception that speed and agility are determined by the
genetics that a child is born with, and while there is no doubt that each of us has
a genetically predetermined percentage of slow and fast type IIa and type IIb
muscles fibres, there is extensive research that shows that speed and agility can
be greatly increased by coaching and training. Speed and agility, including speed
of thought, are nearly always features that distinguish top performers in a
variety of sports. Therefore, these attributes should be actively coached to allow
all children to have the opportunity to develop in the games they love and play.
Whilst teaching sprint mechanics and assessing agility through a range of
different tests can seem daunting to a coach, they need not be, with application
of a few basic principles.

In its simplest terms, players must repeatedly sprint at their maximum effort
(i.e. top speed). To allow this to happen players must be allowed adequate
rest periods between sprints to allow them to repeat maximum intensity
sprints. The biggest mistake we as coaches tend to make is to give inadequate
rest between sprints, creating an aerobic/endurance stimulus, where players
cannot sustain 100% sprint due to fatigue.

Key points of incorporating speed into training sessions:
1.

Be intentional about it. Should be part of every session. Like most skills a
little bit, often, is the key.

2.

Should be done early in the session when the players are fresh. After the
warm-up or as final part of warm-up is ideal.
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Two Types: a) Acceleration 0-20 metres (can include hill sprints).
b) Max velocity 20-40 metres.

Emphasise need for 100% effort from the players.

4.

Adequate rest- 45-60 secs recommended for each 10 metres sprinted.

5.

A number of drills encourage good sprinting technique and can easily be
added as part of warm-up. These include A-skip, A-March, Bounding, Ball
over head Marching.

6.

Races, relays or chases are three methods that can be used to coach
speedwork in a fun but competitive environment. For variety, vary the
start, e.g. lying down, facing backwards, on their knees.
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Agility

“The ability to explosively brake, change direction and accelerate
again” (Plisk 2008)

Coaching Change of Direction Speed Principles

1.

Be intentional about it. Should be part of every session. Like most skills
a little bit, often, is the key.

2.

Can be:
i)

Closed drills using sprints, lateral shuffling, running backwards and
back-pedalling movements.

ii)

Open skill competitive drills e.g. mirroring, tag, shadowing, dodge ball,
1 vs 1.

iii)

Small-sided games with modified playing area, playing numbers and
rules.

3.

Ideally should be game specific and directly enhance performance in
hurling and/or football.
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Table 2: GAA Coaching Session guidelines
AGE GROUP

COACH/PLAYER RATIO

DURATION per SESSION
(Minutes)

Nursery

1:8

60

U-8

1:8

60

U-10

1:8

60

U-12

1:8

60-75

U-14

1:10

75-90

U-16

1:12

75-90

U-18

1:12

75-90

Note: Pitch time is a valuable resource, as is all time spent with our players. We
should treat pitch time with our players as such, i.e. time should be used
efficiently, with sessions planned with a view to prompt transition between
training games and activities. Water breaks needed for child welfare should be
kept brief.
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The Family of Game Specific Games
GAME

EMPHASIS

CHASING

These games involve tagging and chasing where players perform

GAME

skills, such as fleeing and dodging. These games are particularly
appropriate for warm up activities.

TARGET

The simplest form of a game which challenges players to use the

GAMES

technique previously learnt is to aim into or at a target. Players
have lots of time to perform the task without any distraction from
other players. There is a low level of decision making.

COURT

Divided court games require players to pass the ball over an

GAMES

obstacle like a net or zone to a receiver. The level of decision
making has increased but is limited. The use of other skills
essential for teamwork such as communication, anticipation and
spatial awareness become more apparent.

FIELD GAMES These are games which require one team to act as the
strikers/kickers and the opposition become the fielders retrieving
the ball. The fielding team tries to limit the runs or scores by the
striking/kicking team and at the same time try to get the
opposition players out. Greater decisions have to be made in
relation to where, when and how to move or play the ball and
good spatial awareness is more important.
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PART

These games require players to complete a task with limited or

INVASION

direct opposition. Such games encourage awareness of time and
space but also help develop characteristics of team play e.g.
support play and communication. Part invasion games allow
players to develop positional sense and decision making with
limited pressure from opposition.

FULL

The core objective here is to move into an opponent’s territory in

INVASION

order to score. To achieve this, players must maintain possession
of the ball, create & use space and attack a 'goal. The key element
with invasion games is the number of players involved. The less
space a player has, the less time he/she has, the more skill is
required.
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CARRYDUFF GAC COACHING GUIDELINES
This section is divided into four sections; a. Nursery, b. Hurling, c. Female
Football, d) Male Football with code-specific and generic guidance detailed
within each section.

a.

Carryduff GAC Coaching Guidelines for our Academy

The Carryduff GAC Nursery Academy is at the centre of our Club Coaching
development plan and is crucial to the long-term success and sustainability of
the Club. Our aim is to give children aged (4-6 years old) their first taste of Gaelic
Games in a fun, action packed and safe environment. Children will learn the
fundamental movement skills of agility, balance and co-ordination, known as the
“ABCs” and will be introduced to the fundamental skills of hurling and football
through fun games and fun play. The emphasis of our academy is on
participation, enjoyment and learning through fun. Our approach is to build
confidence through encouragement while making the games as enjoyable as
possible, making new friends and learning new skills. In 2019 we had 200
children attending with nursery with around 80 parent coaches helping out. Our
academy is a key way of attracting new members into the club and fosters a
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sense of belonging and community cohesion among players, parents and
coaches.

Coaching Nursery Children
• Keep it fun. Try and match their energy with your enthusiasm and
positivity.
• Have a variety of games to keep their interest (races, tag, throwing,
running, hitting targets.
• Expect that it will be a bit chaotic.
• Be organised. If children rotate around different stations know where the
group are going next and where the next group are coming from.
• Welcome the children as they arrive. Ask them are they enjoying
themselves, what did they like best?
• Expect that children at this age appear self-centred, that the ball belongs
to them.
• Avoid / minimise line drills or elimination games that involve players being
inactive for long periods of time. When players are arranged into teams
or groups, keep the numbers small to maximise involvement.
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Structure of sessions:
Our focus is on having a child-centred approach to training and
development. We promote the participation of children in our club by creating
a safe environment in which to have fun. We operate on the basis children’s
sport should be conducted in an atmosphere of fair play and that children have
the right to be safe. After registration players should be arranged in groups of
10 with a minimum of two coaches per group. Players will rotate around 6 or 7
stations, allowing 8 or 9 minutes per station. A comprehensive guide with a
range of agility, balance and coordination games and exercises can be found at
the following links:
1. https://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/NurseryResource.pdf
2. https://ladiesgaelic.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Club-Nursery.pdf

An example of a session lay out is as follows:
Station 1. Agility & Evasion (Fox & Hen)
Station 2. Balance (Walk like an animal)
Station 3. Functional Movement (Obstacle
Course)
Station 4. Hurling (Skill Area – Dribbling & Striking)
Station 5. Coordination (Turn the Cap)
Station 6. Football (Kicking the ball)
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Sample games:
1.

Agility Games
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Balance Games
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Coordination Games
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Carryduff GAC Coaching Guidelines for Hurling

HURLING DEVELOPMENT PLAYER PATHWAY
i.

Purpose

The purpose of the document is to establish a player pathway which will provide
a template for the development of hurlers at all levels within the club that will
contribute to the success of present and future senior teams.
ii.

Introduction

There is a clear body of evidence from within the GAA and other sports that
success at senior level is dependent on having clearly defined player
development pathways and models. This development approach ensures that
everyone who is involved in player development process, be it at club, schools,
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development or county squads share the same objectives and are capable of
effectively delivering age-appropriate training.

Our senior club hurlers are the product of our coaching system and we all play a
part in this either directly or indirectly. Multiple coaches will have influenced the
development of a player on their journey from U6 through to senior level. It is
therefore critical that everyone fully understands the development pathway and
how we achieve the desired outcomes.

Everyone involved in the coaching process, whether it is expressed or not,
share the same goals, namely, to develop individuals who are exceptional
• Hurlers - Players with the technical skills required to effectively hurl.
• Athletes - Players with the physical capacity and skills required to
compete
• Players - Players with the game intelligence and decision-making skills
(both on and off the field) required to perform.
The player pathway is constructed around developing these three key skill sets.
The pathway is based on established development models. We haven't
reinvented the wheel but taken best practice from various development models
and presented a package which combines the best elements of each.

One of the biggest challenges we face as coaches is the need to encourage
players to practice outside of the coaching sessions. The Kilkenny player
pathway for example includes guidance on skills testing or skills challenges at
each age group. Players are competitive and will practice ensuring they perform
as well as they can especially when all their peers are in the same mode. We
have developed a series of skills challenges for each age group. These are guides
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and coaches are expected to use their own discretion depending on the abilities
and capabilities of the particular group of players that they are coaching in any
given season, in formulating training plans. The player pathway also
incorporates practical examples on the development of skill sets using basic
games and how these can be progressed to ensure that we balance the
development of the hurler, athlete and player.

The player pathway is designed to provide help to coaches at all levels recognise
the skills, experience, abilities and commitment of club hurling coaches at every
level. It is therefore designed to provide a framework and guidance on a process
which will assist in developing the type of player we all want. Various clubs
already have established player pathways and development models and each
one will be unique. It is important to recognise that it is the process and outputs
rather than the detail which is important here and for these clubs the process
should involve checking that the existing club model aligns and reflects the
Down Player Pathway.

Player development does not happen in isolation and there are many factors
which are outside the control of coaches but by adopting a coherent and
focused approach we can all help to develop hurlers who can compete at the
highest level.
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Critical Success Factors

• Everyone involved in hurling accepts that “we are where we are”, and if
we want to move forward, then we all need to embrace change. There is
no “magic wand” – it will take a lot of hard work by everyone involved.
• A coherent and structured plan is developed, implemented and reviewed
on an ongoing basis to generate continued improvements in all aspects of
player development.
• Everyone involved in the coaching or development process accepts and
embraces the development model suggested i.e. hurler, athlete and
player.
• Greater support forthcoming from key hurling personal throughout the
county, to help the small base of volunteers currently developing hurling
at county level.
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• Effectively use the support and opportunities offered by Down GAA,
Ulster GAA and Central Council.

iv.

Player Pathway

The player pathway has been designed to provide a framework for developing:
• The hurler - the technical skills required to allow an individual to play.
• The athlete - the physical capacity and skills required to compete.
• The player- the game intelligence and decision-making skills required to
perform.
• The pathway has been developed in line with the relevant GAA and other
applicable youth sport development models.
• The player pathway has incorporated best practice as currently defined in
established models including the Kilkenny Player Development Pathway.
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• The player pathway provides for a consistent and integrated approach to
player development amongst schools, clubs and development squads at
all youth levels.
• The player pathway and supporting documentation are in no way
intended to be prescriptive and coaches will have the freedom/ability to
tailor their programs to meet the needs of their individual players/teams.
• The player pathway provides a framework for measuring, managing, and
improving player development/performance of at all levels.
• The document provides clear guidance to coaches at all levels and grades
on the practical application of the player pathway.
• The pathway as far as practical ensures that the technical and physical
developments outlined at each point of the development pathway can be
objectively measured.
• “Down produces hurlers who are technically as good as any in Ireland”
Paul Flynn Waterford U21 manager and former all-star.
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Under 5.5
HURLER
Striking

Ground
strike
stationary sliotar
both sides.

ATHLETE
Running,
throwing
(RJT's)

PLAYER
jumping, Core Values

Respect
of
• for self
on
• Basic
Running
• for team mates
skills
• the game
• on the toes
• for referees
• using arms and
legs
Honesty
• jog/sprint
Running
Self-practice
• forwards
• backwards
• sideways
• starting/stopping
Jumping
• standing jump
• moving jump
Throwing
• under arm
bowling
• over arm

Lift

Agility,
coordination
(ABC's)

Two handed jab lift.

–

balance, Game intelligence

Basic concepts of

Changing direction off
both feet
• marking
• turning
Two handed roll lift of
• positions
• swerving
static
• side stepping
sliotar.
• team
Balancing
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• single leg
• squat
• skipping
Hand eye coordination
• bouncing
and
catching sliotar
• turning over /
picking up cones
• tagging

Hands

Lifestyle

Grip, ready, lock and
swing

Hurl everyday
Continually learn and
develop
Aspire to be the best

Catching
• bucket
• claw
Sliotar control
Dribble
• two handed
• one handed
Stopping the sliotar
Solo
• bouncing
• stuck to the hurl
Sliotar hops - one side of
the bas
Tippy taps - both sides of
the bas alternatively.
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COACH NOTES Under 5.5
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
Developing the hurler
The emphasis in this phase should be about building a solid foundation in terms
of basic technique incorporating:
• Fun with activities based on individual skill development in a noncompetitive environment.
• Building the basics of the swing and ball control including ground striking
off either hand.
The importance of using a six-inch hurl as a first hurl and training aide cannot be
over emphasised.
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The six-inch hurl
• Is light, easily carried and used regardless of the child's physical
development. It is easily manipulated which is key to developing a quick
swing and sliotar reactions.
• Facilitates the development of the range and speed of wrist and stick
movement. In terms of hurl size and weight the appropriate hurl is one
which the child can repeat the speed and range of wrist movements
achieved with the six-inch hurl.
• Prevents the non-dominant hand being placed on the top of the hurl.
• Allows the child to develop balance of the hurl using the thumb.
• Significantly speeds up development of other key skill areas e.g. block,
solo
When used in conjunction with bean bag's/sliotars, tennis balls etc. will achieve
early successes but more importantly develop an effective wrist swing.
Progression to a bigger hurl can be made when the basics have been learned
and the child is both competent and confident in using the six-inch hurl.

Developing the athlete
"DANCING FEET"
The emphasis in this phase should be on developing the basic movement skills.
Running on the toes - forwards, backwards, sideways.
Jumping - forwards, backwards, vertically
Mobility - turning, pivoting, stepping, stopping
Most of the training should be over short times and distances using fun
activities.
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Developing the player
Children at this age are more interested in " I " rather than " Team ", attention
span is short, and they crave positive feedback/attention from the coach. During
this phase our core values should be introduced including
• Respect - for self, teammates and referees
• Practice makes perfect
• Honesty
The basic philosophy of constant improvement and learning should also be
introduced to the players replacing the fear of failure with the opportunity to
learn and develop. Training should create the maximum opportunity for
individual success and praise. Activities should be fun based, short and varied.

Games Development
In this phase we want games to be fun and create the maximum number of
successes within a short period of time. Success should be framed around
players demonstrating the correct technique(s) as opposed to single outcomes
e.g. who is quickest or who collects most balls.

Game 1.
A simple rob the nest game. Players are split into 3/4's at cones 5m from the set
of balls. The first player in the group runs out picks up a ball runs back and taps
the next person in the group who goes. Run for approximately 60 seconds.
Award points for running technique, good turns, speed etc. as well as balls
collected.
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Developing the hurler
Game 2.
As per game 1 only use bean bags and the players have to solo on the way back
using the 6 inch hurl. Again, award points for toe out and correct position of the
thumb. Progress to adding a flick off the hurl into the hand on the way back.
Again, reward the catch.

Game 3.
Same as game 2 only use balls and bean bags.

Game 4.
Same as game 3 only give the players the option of using their own hurl.
As the players progress then basic hurling skills can be introduced into game 2
for example players on the way out have to jab or roll lift a ball and solo on the
way back. Again, reward good technique in relation to running, turns, lifts and
solo.
Here by making simple changes to the way the game is played we encourage
players to develop whilst linking their skills sets.

Developing the athlete
Agility
The same as game 1 only the players waiting to go are facing away from the
centre and are forced to turn before they go.
Speed endurance
The same as game 1 only increase the number of balls or increase the distance
by 1m (20 %). By making simple changes to the way the game is constructed we
can more effectively develop the athlete.
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Developing the player
The same as game 1 only an equal number of balls/bean bags are placed at each
starting cone and groups try to rob each other's nest. All players go at once so
run the game for a shorter period as players are not getting any rest and energy
levels will dip quickly. This variation can be used with any of the games shown
above. By altering the game, we now add evasion skills, multi directional
movement and introduce the players to decision making, communication and
team working skills.
Regardless of the skills we are trying to develop if we apply the same game
design principles, we will effectively produce the type of hurler, athlete and
player we all want.
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Under 7.5
HURLER
Striking

ATHLETE
Running,
throwing
(RJT's)

PLAYER
jumping, Core Values

Ground strike on both
Respect
sides
Basic Running skills at
• for self
speed
• static/moving
• for team-mates
sliotar
• on the toes
• the game
• player
• using arms and
• for referees
static/moving
legs
• both moving
• jog/sprint
Honesty
Strike from the hand on Running at speed
both
• forwards
sides - player static
• backwards
• sideways
One handed flick of
• starting/stopping
sliotar on the ground
Jumping at speed
Ground clash
• padded hurl
Fast feet
• tyre
• forwards
• against opponent
• backwards
• side ways
Lift
One handed jab lift.

Agility,
coordination
(ABC's)

Self-practice

balance, Game intelligence

One handed roll lift of Changing direction off Basic concepts of
static
both feet at speed
sliotar
• Competition
• turning
• swerving
• player positions
• side stepping
Balancing
• rules of the game
• one leg hop
• Squat to jump
• high skip
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• upper
twisting

body

Hand eye coordination
• bouncing
and
catching sliotar
with
player
static/moving
• turning over /
picking up cones
• tagging
Hands

Lifestyle

Grip, ready, lock and
swing

Hurl everyday
Continually learn and
develop

Catching using either
hand.
• bounced sliotar
• thrown sliotar

Aspire to be the best

Sliotar control
Dribble
• two handed
• one handed
Stopping the sliotar
Solo at speed
• bouncing
• stuck to the hurl
Sliotar hops - one side of
the bas
Tippy taps - both sides of
the bas alternatively.
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COACH NOTES Under 7.5
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
Developing the hurler
The emphasis in this phase should be about consolidating and developing the
skills learned.
• Building movement, pace and/or speed into skills execution.
• Developing hand eye coordination and basic catching skills
• Aligning wrist speed/movement with touch, ball control and striking.
• Introducing striking from the hand again working on both sides.
Developing the athlete
The emphasis in this phase should be development of agility, quickness and
changes of direction.
The focus should be on
• Increasing the speed of basic movement skills and patterns previously
developed
• Linking the basic movement skills into game type situations
• Developing fast feet and quick movements over short bursts
Developing the player
The player at this age is full of enthusiasm but still craves individual attention,
positive feedback and the maximum opportunities for success. It is key that we
re -enforce the core values and create a fun based learning environment with
focus on continuous improvement. In this phase we can introduce
• Basic communication skills
• Basic attacking and defending principles
• Rules of the game
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• Basic discipline and boundaries.
Training should allow the maximum opportunity for individual success and
praise whilst ensuring that key technical skills are developed. Scoring systems
for games should focus on good technique and the correct execution of skills as
opposed to goals. Performance rather than results matters.

Games Development
In this phase again we want games to be fun and create the maximum number
of successes within a short period of time. Success should be framed around
players demonstrating the correct technique(s) as opposed to single outcomes
e.g. who is quickest or who collects most balls.

Game 1
Across the river. Divide players up into groups of 3/4's. Create two linked 10m
square areas. Place several balls in each area. Players must strike the ball across
the centre line (river). Reward good movement, striking on the move of a static
ball, strikes off non dominant hand, striking a moving ball, stopping ball and
striking etc.

Developing the hurler.
Game 2.
As per game 1 only players must wait for the ball to stop before jab or roll lifting
the ball. Player has to drop the ball before striking off the ground back across
the river.
Game 3.
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As per game 2 only the players are looking to control the moving ball into the
hand before dropping and striking off the ground. If the ball stops the player can
jab/roll lift the ball.j
Here we are increasing and developing the players skill sets whilst linking
movement and technical skills into match type scenarios.

Developing the athlete
Speed agility:
Game 4.
As per game 1 only place a cone in the centre of each area when a player strikes
the ball they must run and touch the cone whist always facing the river before
running back into play and striking the next sliotar.
Speed endurance
Game 5.
As per game 1 only once the player strikes the sliotar across the river they turn
and run backwards across the river and strike another ball from the opposite
side of the river. Here, by changing the game set up we are increasing the range
of movement, developing multi directional speed and speed endurance whilst
encouraging the players to play with their heads up and encouraging them to
move so that they are always facing the ball.

Developing the player
Game 6.
As per game 3 only when the player controls the ball, he must drop the sliotar
and call a teammates name that must run on and strike the sliotar across the
river.
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Game 7.
Link 3 areas together and the group in the middle must keep the sliotar out of
their area by striking to either end area.

Here we are adding skill sets e.g. doubling on the ball whist developing
communication, support and team working skills. Players are also introduced to
basic decision-making skills who do I call, which direction do I hit the ball etc.
Regardless of the skills we are trying to develop if we apply the same games
design principles, we will effectively produce the type of hurler, athlete and
player we all want.
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Under 9.5
HURLER
Striking

ATHLETE
Running,
throwing
(RJT's)

PLAYER
jumping, Core Values

Ground strike on both
sides at
Speed endurance
speed
• static/moving
sliotar
Stamina
• player
static/moving
• both moving
Strike from the hand on
Reactions
both
sides
• static
• on the run
Ground
introduction to
shoulder clash

Respect
• for self
• for team mates
• the game
• for referees
Honesty
Self-practice
Discipline
Responsibility

clash

Shooting
• points
• goals
Side-line cut
Free taking
Lift

Agility,
coordination
(ABC's)

balance, Game intelligence

Integrate jab and roll lift
into
Integrate speed
striking routines
movement
into skills games.
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• team play
• creating/closing space

Hands

Strength

Lifestyle

Grip, ready, lock and Using own body weight
swing
• pushing
• pulling
Catching using either
• basic plank
hand over increasing distance

Hurl everyday
Continually learn and
develop
Aspire to be the best

Static hand pass
off either hand
Ball control
Moving sliotar touch to
hand
Two handed high-block
Tackling
• Frontal block
• ground clash
• strike
Hook

COACH NOTES Under 9.5
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
Developing the hurler
The emphasis in this phase should be on consolidating and linking the basic skills
learned and applying these in games-based scenarios.
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• Execution of basic skills should be further developed with the gradual
introduction of controlled competition and physicality.
• Striking and ball control skills should be developed over increasing
distances with increasing pace on the sliotar.
Developing the athlete
The emphasis in this phase again should be on the development of bilateral
agility, quickness and changes of direction. At this stage skills should be
practiced at full pace. The focus should be on
Increasing the speed, range and complexity of movements in relation to game
scenarios.
• Linking basic movement into skills performance
• Develop the reaction speed of players
• Introducing basic strength activities such as pulling and pushing.
Developing the player
The player at this age is in transition with the focus moving from ‘I’ to ‘we’
(Team). Development activities should reflect this with greater emphasis on
working with a partner and working as part of a team. In this phase we should
be introducing and developing the basic concepts of
• Positional understanding
• Decision making
• Creating and closing space
• Working on and off the ball
• Communication
Coaching and games should progress into partner and team-based activities to
develop and re-enforce skill sets. Scoring systems for games should focus on
good technique, skills execution and team work as opposed to goals. Players will
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start to play regular matches and it is important that the focus is still placed on
individual and team performance as opposed to match results. Individual praise
and recognition should now be an integrated into a team situation.

Games Development
Game 1.
Three players equally spaced across the field. Bring the players in 10m from the
side lines. The player on the side-line strikes the ball to the player in the middle
who controls the sliotar, turns and strikes the ball to the player on the opposite
side. They control the ball and delivery the ball into the middle player who
returns to the player on the opposite side-line.
Run game for one minute and rotate players. Reward good control, movement
and striking.
Developing the hurler
Game 2.
Divide players into pairs operating between the end line and 45. The player on
the end line with the sliotar strikes a high ball and the player on the 45 must
catch the sliotar and return a high ball. Where the ball is dropped the player
should recover control of the sliotar and strike.
Game 3.
As per game 2 with two players at each line with one player blocking the high
ball and the other gaining control of the sliotar and returning the high ball.
By altering the game, we are linking and adding blocking and catching skills to
the control skills in game 1.

Developing the Athlete
Speed endurance - Game 4.
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As per game one set up but with sliotar's at either end side-line. The sliotar is
struck to the player in the middle who controls and strikes back to the player
who struck the ball. The player in the middle then turns and goes to collect a ball
struck from the opposite side. Run for one minute and rotate the players.

Speed agility - Game 5.
As per game 1 only shorten the distance between players e.g. set up on the end
line and 20m lines with a player in the middle.
By altering the game, we are encouraging increased work rate and speed into
execution of the basic skill sets.

Developing the Player
Game 6.
Two players on either side-line with three players (two attackers and one
blocker) in the middle playing between the end line and 20m line. The defender
attempts to stop the attackers winning the sliotar and striking to the other side.
Run for 4 balls and then rotate players.

Here we are adding the execution of passing and tackling skill sets, introducing
competition therefore encouraging the players to develop their team working,
communication, evasion and decision-making skills.
Regardless of the skills we are trying to develop if we apply the same games
design principles, we will produce the type of hurler, athlete and player we all
want.
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Under 11.5
HURLER
Striking

ATHLETE
Core strength

Strike from the hand on Plank
both
sides at speed
Squat
• long striking
Lunge
• short striking
• striking diagonally
Press up
Increase the variety of
ball striking to include Bridge
delivery from the hand
on both sides
• short
• long
• driven
• flighted
• low
Lift

PLAYER
Core Values
Respect
• for self
• for team mates
• the game
• for referees
Discipline
Responsibility
Honesty
Commitment
Self-practice

Flexibility

Game intelligence

Jab lift both with static Stretches
and moving sliotar
• hamstring
• groin
• into either hand
• quads
• straight to solo
• glutes
• calf
Roll lift to burst and
• lower back
delivery
• abdominal

Creating
space

Hands

Lifestyle

Speed

Catching the sliotar in • straight line
either hand
• turning
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and

closing

Selecting the best option
Communication
Working on and off the
ball

Hurl everyday
Continually learn and
develop
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Hand pass from either • reactions
side on the move
• multi directional
Catching the high ball
• endurance
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Aspire to be the best
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ATHLETE

PLAYER

Aerial block
• two
handed
strong block
• one handed block
Moving the aerial ball
on
• doubling
• one handed flick
Catching the sliotar over
game
distances
• Tackling
• Hook
• Block
Defensive flick
• on solo
• on lift
• on strike
Using the body in the
tackle
• to screen
• to shoulder
• to stop the run
• to mark
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COACH NOTES Under 11.5

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
Developing the hurler
The emphasis in this phase should be on completing the individual skill sets of
the player and fully integrating skills application into match and team-based
scenarios.
• Skills execution should be developed and linked into multiphase,
competitive team-based activities.
• Striking and ball control skills to be developed over increasing distances
with increasing pace on the sliotar with the emphasis shifting to target
based activities including scoring.

Training should be focused on partner or team-based skills development games
with competition progressively introduced. Coaches should control the
competitive element of games by matching players of similar abilities and
strengths together to maximise their own development whilst allowing others
to develop their potential in an appropriate competitive environment.

Developing the athlete
The emphasis in this phase should be the introduction of structured physical
development using the
players own body weight.
• Introducing basic core strength exercises
• Introducing basic stretching and flexibility exercises
• Building stamina and speed endurance
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The distance and repetition of movement patterns should increase significantly
in this phase with players operating at full pace over short bursts. Emphasis to
be on the correct execution of core strength and flexibility exercises rather than
the number or duration of repetitions.

Developing the player
The emphasis in this phase should be on introducing and consolidating the
techniques of
• Creating and closing space
• Selecting the best option
• Communicating effectively in a game situation
• Working on and off the ball effectively

Players should be encouraged to start to think about what they are doing during
a game therefore the coach should develop games which ensure that players
must make decisions for themselves. Be prepared for a lot of errors and
tantrums as the players complete the transition from I to team.

Games Development
Game 1.
Three players 15m apart in a triangle. A player strikes the ball low to another
player who controls and strikes low to the third player. All players to be moving.
Run for two mins.

Developing the hurler
Game 2.
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Three players 15m apart in a triangle. A player strikes the ball at chest height to
another player who catches and strikes to the third player. All players to be
moving. If a player drops the ball, then it is jab lifted and passed. All players to
be moving. Run for two minutes.

Game 3.
Three players 20m apart in a triangle. A player strikes a high ball to another
player who catches and strikes to the third player. All players to be moving. If a
player drops the ball, then it is jab lifted and passed. All players to be moving.
Run for two minutes.

Here by modifying the game we are introducing different skill sets and
encouraging players to execute the basic skills on the move.

Developing the athlete
Speed endurance. Game 4.
As per game 1 only extend the distance between players to 30m. This can be
applied to both games
2 and 3.

Reaction speed. Game 5.
As per game 1 only reduce the distance to 10m.
Here by modifying the distance we can develop the athletic ability whilst
developing the same set of technical skills.
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Developing the player
Game 6.
Three players 15m apart in a triangle and add two blockers into the middle. The
three players attempt to pass the ball between them, and the blockers attempt
to gain possession. All players to be moving. If the blockers win the ball, then
the roles reverse. Run for one minute.
Here we are adding evasion, communication, decision making and further
technical skills into the player’s development. The players have to think about
creating and closing space in a competitive environment. The game reflects a
competitive match situation and links the 3 key elements of player
development.
Regardless of the skills we are trying to develop if we apply the same games
design principles, we will produce the type of hurler, athlete and player we all
want.

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS Under 11.5
Players will now compete with greater intensity against each other. At this age
players will now try to win the game not only by scoring but also by attempting
to deny the opposition the opportunity to score. They will also begin to
understand the need to change the direction of a run or a pass to be more
effective and they will begin to grasp the idea that a player may need support
from behind and to the side as well as in front. Coaches should continue to run
small-sided games and condition them to solve problems

During training, these players must always feel part of the session. Coaches must
be ready to pay as much attention to them as to other established players and
always work to improve their skills [e.g. one-to-one coaching may be needed].
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Coaches must be quick to address the problem of one or two players dominating
play and preventing others from developing their skills during games. Many
players at this age fail to recognise the need to attack the ball and prefer to wait
for the ball. If this is allowed to persist, that player will find it increasingly difficult
to change his/her instincts.
Training needs to be moderately increased at this stage
Players are now ready to develop general strength through own body weight
and core exercises
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Under 13
HURLER
Striking

ATHLETE
Core strength

PLAYER
Core Values

Strike from the hand on
both
sides
• long striking
• short striking
• striking diagonally

Plank
• side plank
• rolling plank

Respect
• for self
• for team mates

Squat
• side squat

Ball delivery from the
Lunge
hand on
• with twist
both sides
• short
Press up
• long
• driven
Bridge
• flighted
• low

• the game
• for referees
Discipline
Responsibility in play
Confidence
Honesty
Commitment

Solo and strike from the
stick on both sides
Striking of short stick
Lift

Flexibility

Game intelligence

Jab lift both with static Stretches
and moving sliotar
• hamstring
• into either hand
• groin
• straight to solo
• quads
• glutes
Roll lift
• calf
• lower back
• abdominal
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Creating and closing
space
Selecting
option

the

best

Communication
Working on and off the
sliotar
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Hands
Catch the sliotar in
either hand
Hand pass from either
side
• from the hand
• from the stick
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Speed

Lifestyle

•
•
•
•
•
•

straight line
turning
reactions
multi directional
endurance
good
running
technique
• sufficient stamina
for duration of a
game
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Hurl everyday
Continually learn and
develop
Aspire to be the best
Target setting
Social and interpersonal
relationships
within
squads
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ATHLETE

PLAYER
Time management and
understanding the balance
between personal life,
studies and sport.

Aerial block
• two handed strong
block
• one handed block

Discipline on and off the
field.

Moving the aerial sliotar
on
• doubling
• one handed flick
• deflected block/tap
down
Clean catch
Tackling
Hook
Block
Defensive flick
• on solo
• on lift
• on strike
Using the body
• to screen
• to shoulder
• to stop the run
• to mark
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COACH NOTES: Under 13

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
Developing the hurler
The primary focus should be on ensuring that the players can execute the skills
learned in a fully competitive situation and integrate these effectively into a
team and game situation. The development focus should be on developing
• Multi-phase integration of the skills sets learned (e.g. block, lift,
pass/score) in a fully competitive environment.
• Linking skill selection/execution and game situation (e.g. when to lift or
pull, when to catch or block)
• Linking skill selection/game execution into the team situation
In this phase attention needs to be paid to technique as players can often lose
technical discipline in a competitive environment. The focus needs to be on
doing the right things in the right way. Talented individuals tend to dominate
games, now that the full solo is permitted, and hard work is required to integrate
these players into a team environment.

Developing the athlete
This is a critical phase for the development of the athlete. Most players will go
through a growth spurt during this period and provides the opportunity for
developing stamina and speed endurance. Emphasis should be placed on:
• Developing the range and application of flexibility and stretching
exercises for key muscle groups which should be included in each session.
• Developing the range of core strength exercises which should be
incorporated into each session.
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• Developing speed endurance and stamina through high intensity and
multi rep games-based training
Most of the training should be carried out at match pace in a competitive
environment with the time, distance and number of reps being progressively
increased.

The player needs to start increasing physical capacity including stamina to run
at various intensities for 60 plus minutes, the strength to win and retain
possession, the power to jump, accelerate and change direction and the speed
to react to an ever-changing environment.

Developing the player
This is a critical phase for developing the player as this is when they start to
become independent, establish their value sets and boundaries both as an
individual and a hurler. Whilst the player has mastered the basic technical skills
of the game, they need to learn how to use those skills in a match situation. They
require new and constant challenges to keep them learning and developing. At
this age players are capable of problem solving and should be encouraged to
express their opinions during sessions. The sessions should be:
• Games based where players are put into a situation where they have to
think for themselves and apply the skills learned in a competitive
environment.
• Progressive where the coach works up from individual challenges to 2 on
2, 3 on 3 etc.
• Challenging where the coach continually extends the performance
boundaries - ok you can point from 45m, but can you point from the 65?
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The training should be delivered in a way that creates a culture of players
continually learning and improving individually and collectively. Coaches and
mentors should also play a key role in highlighting the importance of
commitment and building confidence in players.

Games Development
Game 1.
Player on the edge of the "D" with a sliotar 3m in front of the player. Player must
jab lift the sliotar solo to the 20m line and strike over the bar.

Developing the hurler
Game 2.
set up as game 1 with a chasing player 5m behind.

Game 3.
Both players start on the edge of the "D" and try to secure possession. Having
won the sliotar that player then must score. The exercise is only finished when
the sliotar goes dead.

Here we add different skills, add intensity to the game and help to develop
match fitness. More importantly we are also developing the player’s decisionmaking skills. They now must decide whether to jab or roll lift, solo or not, strike
from the hand or stick etc.

Develop the athlete.
Conditioning
Same as game 2 with both players starting in the plank position.
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Reactions
Same as game 2 with both players facing away from the sliotar or throw the
sliotar in front of the player

Speed endurance
Same game 2 only started on the 45m line.

Speed agility
same as game 2 only the two players start 5m from the top of the "D" sprint out
and touch the line to start.
Here by altering the game set up we are developing the players match fitness,
reactions and athletic ability in match context.

Developing the player
Same as game 2 and add another two players on the edge of the "D" and
whoever wins the sliotar has to try and score.

Again we are adding passing skill sets, developing their game intelligence forcing
them to make more decisions e.g. do I pass and go, or do I take the option, they
now have to think about creating and closing space, they need to communicate,
they need to work as a team.
Regardless of the skills we are trying to develop if we apply the same
games/games design principles we will produce the type of player we all want.
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Under 15
HURLER
Striking under
pressure

ATHLETE
game Conditioning

Target
based
Strike from the hand on progressive application
both
of
core
strength
sides
exercises for key muscle
groups including
• long striking
Plank
• short striking
• side plank
• rolling plank
• striking diagonally
Squat
• side squat
sliotar delivery from the
hand on
both sides
Lunge
• short

• with twist

• long

Press up

• driven

Bridge

PLAYER
Core Values
Respect
• for self
• for team mates
• the game
• for referees
Discipline
Responsibility in play
Confidence
Honesty and willingness
to
improve

• flighted
• low
Solo and strike from the
stick on both sides
Striking of short stick
Lift - under
pressure

match Speed endurance
Target
based
progressive activity to
develop the players
speed endurance using a
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Game intelligence
Creating and closing
space
• as an individual
• as a unit/team
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maximal aerobic speed
based system primarily
through games.
Selecting the best option
• as an individual
Ensure good running • as a unit/team
technique.
Communication
Sufficient stamina for • on and off the ball
duration of a game.
Work rate
Develop
sound • on and off the ball
functional movement
patterns.
Support
• on and off the ball

HURLER
ATHLETE
Hands - under match Flexibility
pressure
Stretches
Catching - under match • hamstring
pressure
• groin
• quads
Hand passing - under • glutes
match pressure
• calf
• lower back
• abdominal

PLAYER
Lifestyle
Hurl everyday
Continually learn and
develop
Aspire to be the best
Target setting
Nutritional
requirements
Lifestyle choices
Social and interpersonal
relationships
within
squads
Time management and
understanding the balance
between personal life,
studies and sport.
Discipline on and off the
field
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Tackling
Using the body
• to
stop
movement
• to deny space
• to
deny
opposition clean
ball
• to
create
opportunity
• to create pressure
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COACH NOTES Under 15
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
Developing the Hurler
The primary focus should be on performing and executing the skill sets
developed in a fully competitive environment with an increasing focus on
developing and integrating the player’s decision-making skills. In this phase we
should be
• Introducing position, line and unit specific skills
• Introducing the concepts of playing the man, ball or stick and linking to
specific situations.
• Introducing the concept of individual and collective functions e.g. the full
back and full back line/goalkeeper.

Developing the Athlete
This is a critical phase for the development of the athlete. Most players will go
through a second major growth spurt during this period and provides the
opportunity for developing a player’s core and engine. Execution of exercises
should be performance based i.e. time or number based and increased
progressively to develop conditioning levels.
Emphasis should be placed:
• Incorporating flexibility and stretching exercises for key muscle groups
into each session.
• Incorporating a range of core strength exercises with performance targets
into each session.
• Developing speed endurance and stamina through high intensity and
multi rep games-based training over match distances.
• Developing match fitness as opposed to gym or exercise fitness.
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Developing the Player
This is a critical phase for:
• Developing all aspects of a player's game intelligence and decision-making
skills in a competitive match environment.
• Introducing key performance measures and analysis into coaching
sessions.
• Developing player ownership of the team and linking personal and
collective responsibilities to performance.
The training should be delivered in a way that creates a culture of players
continually learning and improving performance individually and collectively.
Players at this age have matured to a level of increased focus and ability to
improve any competencies with the correct attention and application.
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Games Development
Developing the Hurler.
Game 1.
Two players on the edge of the square competing for a high ball fed in from a
player on the 65m.
Whoever wins the ball must take a score.
Game 2.
Same as game 1 only one player is designated as a defender and the other the
forward.
Game 3.
Same as game 2 only we add a goalkeeper into the scenario and the
defender/keeper has to work the ball, so they get a free strike. Here we are
adding position specific skills and linking communication and decision-making
skills into the game scenario.

Developing the Athlete
Speed endurance - game 4.
Both players, attacker and defender, start on the 21 m line facing the 65m and
the ball is floated into the edge of the square. Defender looks to clear and
forward looks to score.

Reaction speed
Same as game 4 only the player playing the ball in can strike any type of ball so
both players must react.

Here we are adding the execution of different physical skill sets which
developing match fitness through the physical competition for the ball.
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Developing the Player
Game 5.
An attacker and defender on the edge of the square and an attacker and
defender on the edge of the "D". High ball is played in from the 65. Players on
the edge of the square compete for the ball whoever wins attacks.
Game 6.
As per game 4 only vary the fight of the ball into the competing sets of players.
Here we add communication, decision making and support skills into the game
situation.
Regardless of the skills we are trying to develop if we apply the same
games/games design principles we will produce the type of player we all want.

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS Under 15
• While players in this stage may have the same chronical age, they may
differ significantly in terms of biological age i.e. one may be more
physically developed than another. The onset of puberty usually occurs
during the early stages of this cycle. Aerobic and strength programmes
should be individualised or grouped according to their (P.H.V) N.B Only
trained coaches to undertake this training
• Broad base skills and sport specific skills
• Advanced technical skill development Skill developed under pressure
• Fitness with the ball in skills drills
• Gain an understanding of the principles of attack and defence through
grids and small sided games
• Players can be introduced to moderate anaerobic and strength training
through ball work
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• Players should be introduced to psychological training through games
that promote concentration and better decision making

CLUB COACH DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT
Foundation and Level One courses are standalone courses with no follow up and
no formal support mechanisms for new or existing coaches. Coaching up to U13
is carried out exclusively at schools and club level. Players only enter the
development process at 15 at which stage the player has already gone through
a number of key stages in their development both technically and physically and
it is very difficult if not impossible to coach or train these skill sets into a player
in subsequent years. Similarly, the development of the player needs to be
progressed not only within development squads but also at club and schools’
level.
Nursery up to Under 9.5age groups are traditionally an area where there is not
a great depth of coaching experience and yet in terms of development this is a
critical period. If we get this phase of development right, then standards will
improve throughout the process. There is a clear need to move to a games based
coaching strategy and club /schools coaches will need help, support and
encouragement to facilitate the transition from drills to games based coaching
and training if we are to raise the overall standard of hurling in the club. Whilst
the player development pathway will help there is an obvious need to develop
a support mechanism for new and existing youth coaches at club and schools’
level within the County.
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Culture

What of the culture of Carryduff hurling?
There is no simple answer to this particular issue but what we can learn from
successful teams and sports is that a clear focus on continuous improvement,
learning from what has happened and using this experience to positively
influence future performance not only improves performance standards but
ultimately leads to success. Dave Beresford and Clive Woodward both
championed the concepts of continuous improvement in sport recognizing that
it is a process or journey rather than a destination with everyone involved. This
approach is supported by recent articles by several high-profile current players.
In terms of improving the standard of hurling and creating a positive, progressive
culture of improvement for our young players.

vi.

Schools

There are several primary schools in the vicinity of Carryduff GAC, including St
Joseph’s, St Ita’s, Millenium, Carryduff Primary and Cairnshill Primary, with
combined enrolments of in excess of 2,000 children. Some of these Schools are
involved in the Gaelfest programme, with coaching of football and hurling for
boys and girls taking place. This coaching programme follows the GAA 5*
programme which is teacher-led to establish sustainability of Gaelic games in
schools. This involves the School pupils taking part in moderate to vigorous
activity every week through 26 weeks. Some schools signed up to follow the
programme which supported the development of teachers as coaches they were
in the process of pursuing their 5* flags from GAA. As a Club we are committed
to supporting Gaelic games in our local schools and it is our expectation that
Club coaches could help out where possible.
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Club Competitions

A lot of good work was carried out regarding juvenile fixtures significantly
increasing the number of meaningful games at all levels. The introduction of Og
Sport and U21 championship were also positive developments and will be
permanent fixtures in the games program going forward.

The failure to

complete league programs has again led to issues of awarding titles and
consideration should be given to having a play off between the top 2 or top 4
teams.

One issue of concern is that not all club teams are competing at juvenile level.
This can negatively impact on individuals and in some cases threatens the longterm viability of some of the clubs competing at senior level. The model of
combined teams at U21 level has proved that we can provide a solution to this
problem if we are proactive in developing club links. Similarly, consideration
should be given to facilitating amalgamations to compete at senior
championship level.
Skills concerns at County level
Following discussions with Development Coaches etc., the following areas were
highlighted as continuous weaknesses evident in Down Hurling that should be
covered at the Coaching Forum. This covers player’s attributes and approaches
to training.
1. STRIKING
Poor striking techniques is an issue displayed by players coming into
Development squads. This includes slow and open striking that can be easily
looked, blocked and even dispossessed. One of the key basics we fail on is
striking comfortably on both sides. Down teams at different grades finds it
difficult to take scores from open play, especially when under pressure.
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2. WIN OWN BALL
A lot of players do not have the ability to win clean ball under pressure,
particularly with aerial ball duels. Areas of improvement are clean catching,
reading and positioning under the high ball, defending and disrupting their
opponent.
3. FIRST TOUCH
Down's first touch in pressure situations can be better and sometimes get
exposed when competing against quality opposition who play at a higher
intensity.
4. DECISION MAKING
Hurlers can be guilty of making poor decisions when under pressure. Down
hurlers need to instinctively make the correct decisions especially when under
pressure. A system of play en-grained in all players at all levels, needs to be
implemented throughout the development program.
5. RUNNING MECHANICS
Players need to be coached at an early stage of proper running mechanics. This
can include leading off front foot, strong stance when shoulder to shoulder,
proper technique when completing running drills such as high knees, butt kicks
etc.
6. TEMPO
Down hurling can improve the tempo and intensity brought to training and
games. The difference in intensity can sometimes be evident when watching
teams play down south. Players at all grades could improve the level of intensity
and work-rate at training to bring it into the game scenario and this should be
the corner stone of future Down Hurlers. This is the key attribute of Kilkenny
Hurling.
7. INDIRECTNESS
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Some team tactics and coaching is leading to over complicating hurling in Down,
at the end of the day Hurling is a simple game. Down hurlers tend to run the ball
into trouble as opposed releasing direct ball at speed.
Players also need to improve their confidence to allow them take points from
outside the 45m line, on the run and when under pressure. Forwards need to
become more direct and take on their marker as opposed to always looking to
pass off the sliotar.
8. STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING
Lack of S&C programs in previous years has affected Down teams when up
against the likes of Antrim. This is being addressed with programs at advanced
Development stages but needs to be introduced as part of an overarching
Strength and Conditioning Hurling Program in Down. Down Coaches need to be
able to deliver S&C on the training field to supplement any gym program.
9. GAMES BASED APPROACH
Down Coaches need to buy into a more games-based approach to training
sessions. Too much time is spent with cones and a games-based approach
should be integrated into their training sessions, to ensure sufficient exposure
to the basic skills of hurling, such as running, tackling, and ball control, catching
and striking. Players want to play games and more games, therefore this
approach will improve the enjoyment factor and help encourage hurlers to 'play
and stay'.

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS Under 18
• During this phase players begin to reach their physical peak and those
slow developers begin to catch up with their peers.
• Encourage ideals of self-awareness and self-help within players.
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• At this stage a Functional Movement Screening (conducted by a physio)
should be carried out on each player and the results along with their
Critical Success Factors (CSFs) identified by each player in their SelfAssessment Profile should form the basis of their Personal Development
Plan (PDP).
• As a result of the above each player should have a PDP, a component of
which should be an individualised conditioning programme developed
and delivered by a S&C Coach. Each player should be committed to their
programme as they will have had an input into it through their SelfAssessment Profile.
• Advanced technical skill development Skill developed under pressure
• Understand the principles of game plays, tactics, and game sense
• Accept that the team is paramount and their role within the team
structure
• Encourage positive lifestyle and build concepts of team-ship and
leadership
• Instill concepts of mental toughness and calmness under pressure
(winning behaviours).
• Encourage flexibility and fine-tune the generic skills to play in a variety of
positions.
• Players should be encouraged to embrace positive life-skills i.e. timemanagement and to take control of their own athletic development.
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Hurling Skills Challenges

INTRODUCTION
At first sight the skills challenges may seem like an onerous task. The challenges
at each age group with a panel of 20 players and four markers can be completed
within approximately 90 minutes.
There is no requirement to run all the skills challenges all in one session. Time
tabling of the challenges is at the discretion of each coach for example Carryduff
have run a skills week where they run three different skills challenges on each
day. The concept of the skills challenges can be incorporated into normal
training activities for example in the U4 – U6’s we have a ground striking
challenge. Here we can set three cones from the starting line during a normal
training session at 10m, 20m and 30m. Explain that the very best Kilkenny or
Tipperary hurler i.e. Gold Award, will strike the sliotar past the 30m cone, Silver
Award between the 10m – 20m cones and Bronze Award up to the 10m cone.
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This will establish not only aspiration to get to the standard but motivation to
improve on the distances that the players are currently striking the sliotar.
Coaches may feel that there are better skills challenges with regard to ground
striking or the distances in the challenges need adjusted and coaches have the
freedom to vary from the suggested model as they see fit. It is the process of
setting benchmarks and encouraging players to continuously aspire and improve
which will ultimately lead to hurling standards being raised at all levels.
The data collated from the skills challenges can be used to show areas that need
to be worked on individually and collectively as well as how effective we have
been as coaches. Some clubs award certificates at the end of the year based on
the results of the skills challenges which has been shown to motivate both the
players and their parents and helps everyone to focus on development rather
than just winning.
SKILLS CHALLENGE SCORING SYSTEM
AGE GROUP
TOTAL
GOLD
MARKS
AWARD

SILVER
AWARD

BRONZE
AWARD

Under 5.5

240

190 +

120 - 189

< 120

Under 7.5

360

290 +

180 - 289

< 180

Under 9.5

480

390 +

240 - 389

< 240

Under 11.5

450

360 +

225 - 359

< 210

Under 13

690

560 +

345 - 559

< 345
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SKILLS CHALLENGES Under 5.5
SKILL
Striking
1

2

Lift
3
4

Hands
5

Ball
control
6
7

TEST
Player strikes a
static
sliotar on right
side
Player strikes a
static
sliotar on left
side
Player roll lifts a
sliotar into a
cupped hand
for one minute.
Player
attempts to jab
lift a sliotar off
a short run.

Score1
0 - 5m

Score 2
5 - 10m

Score 3
10m +

10
points
0 - 5m

20
points
5 - 10m

30
points
10m +

10
points
0 - 10

20
points
10 - 20

30
points
20 +

10
points
Attempt
1

20
points
Attempt
2

30
points
Attempt
3

10
points
Coach throws a Attempt
sliotar from 5m 1
for the player
to catch it.
10
points
Player dribbles 5 +
the
loss of
sliotar
from control
end line to 14m 10
line
points
Stationary
0 - 30
player
seconds
attempts
to
balance
the 10
sliotar on the points
hurl for one
minute without
dropping it

10
points
Attempt
2

10
points
Attempt
3

10
points
1-5
loss of
control
10
points
30 - 60
seconds

10
points
No
loss of
control
10
points
60
seconds
+
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Stationary
player bounces
the sliotar on
the
hurl for one
minute
without
dropping it
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0 - 30

30 - 60

60 +

hops

hops

hops

10
points

20
points

30
points
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SKILLS CHALLENGES Under 7.5
SKILL

TEST

Score1

Score 2

Score 3

Striking

Player runs onto a
static sliotar and
strikes off the
right hand
Player runs onto a
static sliotar and
strikes off the left
hand
Player roll lifts the
sliotar and strikes
off the dominant
hand
Player roll lifts the
sliotar and strikes
off
the
nondominant
hand
6 sliotars placed
in a 5m square.
Player attempts
to roll lift each of
the sliotars in 30
seconds
6 sliotars placed
in a 5m square.
Player attempts
to jab lift each of
the sliotars in 30
seconds.
Coach throws or
strikes a sliotar
from 14m for the
player to catch it
Player solos from
the end line to

0 - 14m

15 - 30m

30m +

10 points

20 points

30 points

0 - 14m
10 points

15 - 30m
20 points

30m +
30 points

0 - 20m

20 - 45m

45m +

10 points

20 points

30 points

0 - 20m

20 - 45m

45m +

10 points

20 points

30 points

0-2
successful
attempts
10 points

3-5
successful
attempts
20 points

6
successful
attempts
30 points

0-2
successful
attempts
10 points

3-5
successful
attempts
20 points

6
successful
attempts
30 points

1
2

3

4

Lift
5

6

Hands
7

Ball
control

Testing
notes

Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3
10 points 10 points 10 points

2 + drops
10 points
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the 21m line
8
bouncing
the
sliotar
and
without dropping
the sliotar.
9
Player solos from
the end line to
the 21m line with
the sliotar flat on
the stick without
dropping
the
sliotar.
10
Player bounces
the sliotar on
either side of the
hurl for one
minute without
dropping
the
sliotar
Tackling Player attempts
11
to block a coach
who strikes a
sliotar
12
Player attempts
to hook a player
who is striking a
sliotar on the
ground
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20 points

2 + drops

1 drops

2 0 drops

10 points

30 points
20 points

0–30
hops

0–60
hops

60 + hops
30 points

10 points

20 points

Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3
10 points 10 points 10 points

Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3
10 points 10 points 10 points
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SKILLS CHALLENGES Under 9.5
SKILL
TEST
Striking Coach rolls the
1
sliotar in front of
the player who
runs
and
attempts to strike
the moving sliotar
as far as possible
off the dominant
hand
2
Coach rolls the
sliotar in front of
the player who
runs
and
attempts to strike
the moving sliotar
as far as possible
off the nondominant hand.
3
Coach throws a
sliotar to the
player
who
catches turns and
strikes the sliotar
as far as possible
off the dominant
hand.
4
Coach throws a
sliotar to the
player
who
catches turns and
strikes the sliotar
as far as possible
off the nondominant hand.
5
Player jab lifts the
sliotar and strikes

Score1
0 - 20m
10
points

Score 2
20
45m
20
points

Score 3
45m +
30
points

Testing notes

0 - 20m 20
- 45m +
10
45m
30
points 20
points
points

0 - 20m 20
- 45m +
10
45m
30
points 20
points
points

0 - 20m 20
- 45m +
10
45m
30
points 20
points
points

0 - 20m 20
45m
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6

7

Lift
8

9

SKILL
Hands
10

11
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as far as possible
of their dominant
hand.
Player jab lifts the
sliotar and strikes
as far as possible
of their nondominant hand.
Player roll lifts the
sliotar and strikes
as far as possible
without catching.

10
points

6 sliotars placed
in a 5m square.
Player attempts
to roll lift as many
sliotars
as
possible in 1
minute.
6 sliotars placed
in a 5m square.
Player attempts
to jab lift as many
sliotars
as
possible in 1
minute.

0 - 20
10
points

21 - 30
20
points

30+
30
points

0 - 20
10
points

21 - 30
20
points

30+
30
points

TEST
Player
throws
the sliotar onto
the stick and
flicks into the
opposite hand
Player attempts
a 5m hand pass
to a target player
on his left.

20
points

30
points

0 - 20m 20
- 45m +
10
45m
30
points 20
points
points
0 - 20m 20
- 45m +
10
45m
30
points 20
points
points

Score1
Score 2
Attempt1 Attempt
10 points 2
10
points

Score 3 Testing notes
Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt1 Attempt Attempt
10 points 2
3
10
10
points
points
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Player attempts Attempt1 Attempt
a 5m hand pass 10 points 2
to a target player
10
on his right.
points

Coach rolls the
sliotar to the
player who has
to
flick
the
sliotar into the
hand.
14
Coach
throws
the sliotar from
14m and the
player attempts
a
high block.
Tackling Coach
moves
15
and attempts to
strike the sliotar
from the hand
whist
player
attempts
to
hook
16
Coach
moves
and attempts to
strike the sliotar
from the hand
whist
player
attempts
to
block.

Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt1 Attempt Attempt
10 points 2
3
10
10
points
points

Attempt1 Attempt Attempt
10 points 2
3
10
10
points
points

Attempt1 Attempt Attempt
10 points 2
3
10
10
points
points

Attempt1 Attempt Attempt
10 points 2
3
10
10
points
points
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SKILLS CHALLENGES Under 11.5
SKILL
TEST
Striking Player starts off on
1
the target line jab
lifts catches and
strikes over the bar
on the dominant
side.
2
Player starts off on
the target line jab
lifts catches and
strikes over the bar
on the move on
their non dominant
side
3
Player starts off on
the target line
facing away from
the goal. Player
turns and strikes
sliotar over the bar
on their dominant
side.
4
Player starts off on
the target line
facing away from
the goal. Player
turns and strikes
sliotar over the bar
on
their
nondominant side.
Lift
Player attempts to
5
jab lift the sliotar
and goes straight to
solo.
Hands
6

Score1
20m
10
points

Score 2
30m
10
points

Score 3
40m
10
points

20m
10
points

30m
10
points

40m
10
points

20m
10
points

30m
10
points

40m
10
points

20m
10
points

30m
10
points

40m
10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points

Testing notes

Player in the ready Attempt Attempt Attempt
position and coach 1
2
3
throws the sliotar
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7

8

9

to the player’s
dominant
hand.
Player has to catch
the sliotar.
Player in the ready
position and coach
throws the sliotar
to the player’s nondominant
hand.
Player has to catch
the sliotar.
Player jab lifts the
sliotar, catches and
hand passes the
sliotar on the move
to a player on their
right.
Player jab lifts the
sliotar, catches and
hand passes the
sliotar on the move
to a player on their
left.
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10
points

10
points

10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points
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SKILLS CHALLENGES Under 11.5 Continued…
SKILL
Ball
control
10

TEST
Coach strikes the
sliotar low from
14m to a player
who runs onto the
sliotar and flicks
into their hand.
11
Coach strikes the
sliotar high from
14m and the player
attempts a high two
handed block.
12
Coach
throws/strikes the
sliotar high from
14m and the player
attempts to block
the sliotar using one
hand on the
13
Coach
throws/strikes the
sliotar high from
14m and the player
attempts to double
on the sliotar.
Tackling Two players run
14
onto a static sliotar.
The test player will
attempt to flick the
sliotar away whilst
the other attempts
to strike the sliotar.
15
One
player
attempts to strike
the sliotar whilst
the test player
attempts to block
the sliotar.

Score1
Attempt
1
10
points

Score 2
Attempt
2
10
points

Score 3 Testing notes
Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points
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SKILLS CHALLENGES Under 13
SKILL
TEST
Striking Player jab lifts the
1
sliotar on the target
line, catches and
strikes over the bar
using
dominant
hand.

Score1
30m
line
10
points

Score 2
45m
line
10
points

Score 3
65m
line
10
points

2

Player jab lifts the
sliotar on the target
line, catches and
strikes over the bar
using their nondominant hand.

30m
line
10
points

45m
line
10
points

65m
line
10
points

3

Player lifts the sliotar
on the 45m line solos
to the edge of the D
and strikes over the
bar without taking a
catch
using
dominant hand.
Player lifts the sliotar
on the 45m line solos
to the edge of the D
and strikes over the
bar without taking a
catch using nondominant hand.
Player strikes a static
sliotar off the ground
as far as possible
using
dominant
hand.
Player strikes a static
sliotar off the ground
as far as possible

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points

Attempt
1
10
points

Attempt
2
10
points

Attempt
3
10
points

4

5

6

20 -45m 45-65m
10
20
points
points

Testing notes
Player
collects the
sliotar
and
does test 5 on
the way out
after the 30m
strike.
Player
collects the
sliotar
and
does test 5 on
the way out
after the 30m
strike.

65m +
30
points

20 -45m 45-65m 65m +
10
20 point 30
points
points
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control
8

9

10
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using non-dominant
hand.
As per Féile skills test Total of 30 points
deduct 5 points for every
dropped
sliotar and every second over
the test time
Player stands on the Attempt Attempt Attempt
45m
line
and 1
2
3
attempts to catch a 10 point 10 point
sliotar hit from the
10 point
end line.
Player stands on the Attempt Attempt Attempt
45m
line
and 1
10 2
3
attempts
an points
10
10
overhead block onto
points
points
a sliotar hit from the
end line.
Player stands on the Attempt Attempt Attempt
45m
line
and 1
10 2
3
attempts to kill and points
10
10
control the sliotar
points
points
using one hand on
the hurl from a
sliotar hit from the
end line.
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SKILLS CHALLENGES Under 13 Continued…
SKILL
Hands
11

12

13

14

TEST

Score1

Score 2

Testing
notes
Player
jab Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Set up a
lifts
the 10 points 10 points 10 points triangle of
sliotar,
cones - 2
catches and
on
the
attempts to
end line
hand pass
15m
the sliotar to
apart with
a player on
the third
his right.
on
the
14m
Player
jab Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Use
lifts
the 10 points 10 points 10 points above set
sliotar,
up.
catches and
attempts to
hand pass
the sliotar to
a player on
his left.
Player
jab Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Use
lifts
the 10 points 10 points 10 points above set
sliotar, solos
up.
in a straight
line
and
attempts to
hand pass
the sliotar to
a player to
his right.
Player
jab Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Use
lifts
the 10 points 10 points 10 points above set
sliotar, solos
up.
in a straight
line
and
attempts to
hand pass
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Lift
15

16

Hook
17

the sliotar to
a player to
his left
Player runs
between the
14m
and
20m line jab
lifting,
catching and
dropping a
sliotar
on
each
run.
The total
number of
picks in one
minute
is
recorded.
Player turns
and roll lifts
sliotar which
is one meter
behind him,
drops
the
sliotar and
returns to
the cones.
The
total
number of
picks in one
minute
is
recorded.
Player being
tested
stands
directly
behind
another
player who
jab lifts the
sliotar, takes
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< 20
10 points

20 - 25
20 points

25 +
30 points

Use half
the group
to count
scores

< 30
10 points

20 - 30
20 points

30+
30 points

Use half
the group
to count
scores

Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Set up 2
10 points 10 points 10 points stations
on
the
14m line
with the
player
hitting
into the
middle
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Block
18

PHYSICAL
Illinois
speed
agility test
19

MAS speed
endurance
test
20
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his steps and
strikes whilst
the
test
player
attempts to
execute
a
hook.
Player being Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3
tested
10 points 10 points 10 points
stands 5m
directly
in
front
of
another
player who
lifts
the
sliotar and
attempts to
strike whilst
the
test
player
attempts to
block.
TEST
SCORE
Player to run 25 sec +
the
10 points
prescribed
course
in
timed run.

Start on the
end line and
run to 45m
line and back
within
30
seconds.
Rest for 30
seconds.

18-25 sec
20 points

< 18 sec
30 points

< less than 3-4
5
3
completed completed
completed 20 points 30 points
10 points
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third of
the keep
net.

Set up 2
stations
using the
20
and
14m lines
with the
player
trying to
hit into
the
middle
third of
the keep
net.
TOTAL
SCORE
Set up 2
stations
and have
2 players
going off
at once.
Run the
entire
group as
one.
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Repeat five
times
Plank test
21

Burpee test

Player
to <
30 30
-45 46
+
hold plank seconds
seconds
seconds
position for 10 points 20 points 30 points
one minute

Player
attempts to
22
complete as
many
burpee's as
possible
within
60
seconds.
Push up test Player
22
attempts to
complete as
many push
up's
as
possible
within
60
seconds.
Speed
Player
sprints from
23
end line for a
duration of
10 seconds.

< 30
10 points

Run the
entire
group as
one.

30 - 40

40+

20 points

30 points

< 20
10 points

20 - 25
20 points

25+
30 points

Use half
the group
to count
scores

< 45m
10 points

45 - 55
20 points

55m+
30 points

Split into
groups of
approx. 6
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Carryduff GAC Coaching Guidelines for Ladies Football
i.

U-9 Age Group

U8 PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
Know Jenny
• Easily distracted with short attention span.
• Appear self-centred and will want their own ball.
• Don’t understand planned training.
• First critical period for speed development.

Key considerations:
• Enjoyment and building a connection with the coaches, the sport and the
club. Emphasis on participation and fun, fun, fun!
• Agility and fundamental movement skills with the ball.
• Learning to use the ball and master the ball.
• Encourage home practice. Provide parents a guide that follows the
coaching for their age group that allows them to practice at home.
• Challenge children where they are at and, where possible, players of equal
ability should be matched for fun game scenarios.
• Players will beg for a game at every opportunity, yet their technique is
best improved through individual, paired and small group work. This is
an ideal time to use the ‘Whole-Part-Whole’ approach to some sessions
where the coach starts with a game, stops it after ten minutes, works on
one technique for a short period then restarts the game.
• 1-2 training sessions per week of 1 hour.
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Coaching sessions to be pre-planned and focusing on ABC’s, RJT’S,
fundamental movements, hand/eye coordination work, balance, agility,
mobility, stability and skill’s introduction.

Pillars of Development

Key competencies

Technical

Jumping
Throwing
Catching-body
Rolling
4 steps
Bouncing the ball (Encourage both
sides-EBS)
Pass (hand + fist) -EBS
Punt kick
-EBS
Pick up
-EBS
Solo
-EBS
Shadowing
-EBS

Tactical

FUN games-friendly competition
Fair play
Spatial Awareness
Basic positional roles

Mental

Enthusiasm / Self confidence/ Increase
attention + concentration/

Physical

Introduction to warm-ups + cool down
Agility / Balance / Coordination /
Running / Jumping / Landing

Life skills

Value of being punctual / Listening and
responding to direction
Promote practicing at home. Aim to
hold and kick a football everyday
Continually learn and develop
Aspire to be the best
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Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

ABC + RJT
Agility: Zig zag relay

Target Games: Skittles
Through the gate
Tower Ball

Balance: One leg hopping
Hop one leg and land on
other
Co-ordination: Skipping/ Ladder work

Court Games: Over the River
Scout Ball
Cuchulain

Running: On the spot
Relay races
Hurdle running
Stopping

Field Games; Rounders
Four hitters
4 vs 4 (two touch)
5 vs 5 (wide man)

Jumping: Leap frog
Donkey kicks

Part Invasion; 4 vs 4 (zoned) No Goalie
Line game

Throwing: Target Roll
Bowling
Dodgeball
Conditioning: Tug of War
Push and Pull Partner
The Bridge
Introduce basic flexibility
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Sample Session
Welcome Children 5 mins

Connect with the kids and reinforce / build those
connections

Warm up

10 mins Agility Fun games with + without the ball #

Skill 1

10 mins Introduce and revise skills. Practise with fun
games. Use both feet and hands and emphasise
importance of using both

Skill 2

10 mins As Above-Games based

Skill3

10 mins As above-Games based

Small-sided games 10 mins Small sided 4 vs 4 up to 6 vs 6 ##
Finisher/warm
down

5 mins

Relay races/ Sprints/ Talk to children + parentsConnect

#Invent your own!!
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U-11 Age Group

At this age players will now try to win the game not only by scoring but also by
attempting to deny the opposition the opportunity to score. They will also begin
to understand the need to change the direction of a run or a pass to be more
effective and will begin to grasp the idea that a player may need support from
behind and to the side as well as in front.

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• Can now cope better with planned skills training
• Begin to understand rules and formal competition
• Will follow role models

Key Considerations
• Emphasis on fun and participation
• Learning to play as a team
• Revision and refining mastery of the ball (refining technical skills)
• Two sessions per week of 1 hour
• Regular blitzes with emphasis on competing, but not result focused
• Challenge children where they are at and where possible, players of equal
ability should be matched for drills and game scenarios. Coaches must be
quick to address the problem of one or two players dominating play and
preventing others from developing their skills during games.
• Many players at this age fail to recognise the need to attack the ball and
prefer to wait for the ball. If this is allowed to persist, that player will find
it increasingly difficult to change her instincts.
• Equal opportunity for equal playing time.
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• Teaching the character traits at the centre of our coaching culture are:
Respect, Punctuality, Discipline, Work rate, Team sense and commitment.

Pillars of Development

Key competencies

Technical

Catching-High
Soloing-both sides
Hand pass-both sides
Punt kick-both sides
Hook kick -EBS
Tackle with hand
Introduction to blocking
Regular revision and testing of above
skills
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Tactical

Awareness of Go Game rules
Awareness of opposition
Team play- basics of attack and defence
Basic support play
Continued development of Spatial
Awareness

Mental

Enthusiasm
Build confidence + motivation
Positive attitude to sport
Increase concentration

Physical

Increased understanding of warm-ups +
cool down
Further agility, balance + co-ordination
Continued running with Jumping /
Landing techniques

Life skills

Taught value of playing on a team
Identification with positive role models
Accept discipline and structure
Teamwork + interaction skills
Promote practicing at home. Aim to
hold and kick a football everyday

Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

Physical training
Speed: Speed work in warmups
(Efforts< 6 seconds). Include change of
direction + reaction sprints
Strength:
● Introduce core strength
● Introduce own body strength
exercises (e.g. press-ups, etc)
● Introduce plyometric training
(e.g. bounding and hopping)

Court Games; Over the River
Hit the corners
Field Games; Crazy kicks
Batter bonanza
4 vs 4(two touch)
5 vs 5(wide man)
Part Invasion; 4 vs 1(Grid)
Pass and Attack
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Stamina:
● Endurance activities (e.g. relay
running)
● Small sided games and ball drills
● Circuit training with the ball

Full Invasion; 4 vs 4 (Split ends)
5 vs 5
Go Games

Flexibility + Co-ordination:
● Dynamic stretching + mobility
exercises
● Warm up + cool down concept
Sample Session

+ Warm down
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U-13 Age Group

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• Begin to form small groups of close friendships.
• Group opinion important for evaluation.
• Start to compare to each other.
• Better able to work with others. Easier to develop teamwork.
• Players will try to win the game not only by scoring, but also by attempting
to deny the opposition the opportunity to score.
• They will also begin to understand the need to change the direction of a
run or a pass to be more effective and they will begin to grasp the idea
that a player may need support from behind and to the side as well as in
front.
• Players will now compete with greater intensity against each other.
• Players are now ready to develop general strength through own body
weight and core exercises.

Key Considerations
• Learning to play as a team and learn the positions without the team.
Formal league starts. Select appropriate number of teams to allow all
players meaningful playing opportunity. Emphasis on competing, but not
result focused.
• Coaches must be quick to address the problem of one or two players
dominating play and preventing others from developing their skills during
games.
• Challenge children where they are at and where possible, players of equal
ability should be matched for drills and game scenarios.
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• Coaches should continue to run small-sided games and condition them to
solve problems. Revision and refining mastery of the ball.
• Equal opportunity to have equal playing time.
• Intentional rotation of players to facilitate equal playing time and roughly
equal exposure to different playing positions (eg. forwards, midfield,
defence, goalkeeper, central vs wing positions).
• Teaching the Character traits at the centre of our coaching culture
(Respect,

Punctuality,

Discipline,

Work

rate,

Team-sense

and

Commitment).
• 1-2 sessions per week of 60-75 minutes.
• League & Challenge game fixtures with emphasis on competing, but not
result focused.
• Blitzes with emphasis on competing, but not result focused.
•

Many players at this age fail to recognise the need to attack the ball and
prefer to wait for the ball. If this is allowed to persist, that player will find
it increasingly difficult to change her instincts.

•

All players must always feel part of the session, one-to-one coaching may
be needed.
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Pillars of Development

Key competencies

Technical

Continue to develop all skills on both
sides
-Hand pass + fist pass
-Punt and hook kick
-Soloing
Near hand tackle
Blocking
Evasion
skills-side
step/solo
dummy/roll off
Angles of run
Timing of Pass
Playing with ”Head up”
Regular revision and testing of skills

Tactical

Increased awareness of competition
rules
Support play for ball carrier
Identify strengths and weaknesses
Appreciation of consequences of
actions
Spatial awareness under pressure

Mental

Achieve success and be praised for itbasic targets
Setting short term goals
Sportsmanship encouraged and
fostered
Increased decision-making
opportunities

Physical

Introduction to basic fitness techniques
Importance of proper hydration at
training emphasised
Introduction to speed and acceleration

Life skills

Inclusion of sport as lifestyle
Good health and hygiene
Established self-identity
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Basic nutrition and hydration
Promote individual and/or home
practice. Aim to hold and kick a football
everyday.

Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

Physical training
Speed: Speed work in warmups
(Efforts< 6 seconds). Include change of
direction + reaction sprints

Court Games; Over the River
Hit the corners
Field Games; Crazy kicks
Batter bonanza
4 vs 4(two touch)
5 vs 5(wide man)

Strength:
● Introduce core strength
● Introduce own body strength
exercises (e.g. press-ups, etc)
● Introduce plyometric training (eg Part Invasion; 4 vs 1(Grid)
bounding and hopping)
Pass and Attack
Stamina:
● Endurance activities (e.g. relay
running)
● Small sided games and ball drills
● Circuit training with the ball

Full Invasion; 4 vs 4 (Split ends)
5 vs 5
Go Games

Flexibility + Co-ordination:
● Dynamic stretching + mobility
exercises
● Warm up + cool down concept
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Sample Session

+ 5 minute cool down
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U15 Age Group

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• Can be marked difference in physical development between players.
While players in this stage may have the same chronological age they may
differ significantly in terms of biological age i.e. one may be more
physically developed than another. Peak Height Velocity/Rate of growth
in girls occurs between 12-13 in chronological age.
• Many players/coaches do not make connection between physical
development and loss of form.
• Players heavily influenced by peer pressure. Self-esteem often linked to
popularity.

Key Coaching Considerations
• Enjoyment & Fun for players still an important consideration designing
sessions. Focus on advanced technical skill development/skills under
pressure
• Training should include a combination of small sided games with
opportunities for decision making, possession games, conditioned games
or match based scenarios and skill revision. Where possible, players of
equal ability should be matched for drills and game scenarios. Include
regular sessions hosted by guest coaches (inside and outside the club) –
including for example, specialist coaching for forwards, goalkeeping, etc.
Expertise from other sports to be considered.
• Increased fitness focus. Players can be introduced to moderate anaerobic
and strength training through ball work.
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• 1-2 training sessions per week of 75-90 minutes. Session plans to be sent
out in advance to the coaching team and/or players. Developmental
changes associated with puberty require a degree of strength training to
prevent injury, especially a strong emphasis on single leg strength and
plyometric

work

(https://www.setantacollege.com/athletic-

development-for-the-teenage-lgfa-player-blog/). This should initially take
the form of basic low-impact exercises that are aimed at teaching landing
mechanics and control.
• Develop understanding of attack and defence principles through grids and
small sided games.
• Players should be introduced to psychological training (winning mindsetmental toughness and calmness under pressure) through games
promoting concentration + decision making.
• Introduction to importance of lifestyle and taking responsibility for time
management / kit / nutrition / hydration / recovery.

“If it is to be, it’s up to me”
• Introduce concept of a growth mindset and consistently reinforce
behaviours associated with this. Encourage self-awareness and self-help
amongst players.
• Enough teams should be entered to cater for the size of the panel to
ensure all players get enough game time to have an opportunity to
develop.
• Focus on league to develop all players and championship to develop
teams. 15 aside matches on full size pitch with full rules including yellow
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cards (sin bin) and 45’s. County Féile (U14/U15 only) held in March or
April. All Ireland Féile normally held in late June.
• Encourage flexibility and fine-tune the generic skills by letting players play
in a variety of positions.
• Coaching team to meet the players early on for a white board session to
understand their needs and establish qualities of an excellent team mate.
This will form the basis of the team values and standards and it should be
understood that the role of the coach is to get players to adhere to these
standards.
• Meet parents to establish a rapport, explain plans for the year, basis of
decision making, e.g. selection for teams.
• Regular social events for purposes of team and friendship building.
• Consistent reinforcement of the Character traits at the centre of our
coaching culture (Respect, Punctuality, Discipline, Work rate, Team-sense
and Commitment).

Pillars of Development

Key competencies

Technical

Continue to develop all skills on both
sides but under increased pressure
-Hand pass + fist pass
-Punt and hook kick
Inside and outside of foot pass
-Soloing
Near hand tackle
Blocking
Evasion
skills-side
step/solo
dummy/roll off
Angles of run
Timing of Pass
Playing with ”Head up”
Regular revision and testing of skills
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Tactical

Increased awareness of competition
rules
Support play for ball carrier
Identify strengths and weaknesses
Appreciation of consequences of
actions
Spatial awareness under pressure

Mental

Achieve success and be praised for itbasic targets
Setting short term goals
Sportsmanship
encouraged
and
fostered
Increased
decision-making
opportunities

Physical

Introduction to basic fitness techniques
Importance of proper hydration at
training emphasised
Introduction to speed and acceleration

Life skills

Inclusion of sport as lifestyle
Good health and hygiene
Established self-identity
Basic nutrition and hydration
Promote individual and/or home
practice. Aim to hold and kick a football
everyday
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Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

Physical training
Speed: Multidirectional (Efforts < 20
secs)
Quick footwork + agility
Acceleration + deceleration (e.g. go go
stop)
Games related reaction exercises
Relay racing

Part Invasion; e.g. wide man
Zone to zone
Full Invasion; Back vs Forwards
Possession games
Conditioned games e.g. one or 2
touch/3 second rule/ give and go

Strength:
● Body weight circuit training
(upper body, legs, core)
● Develop core strength (e.g.
plank)
● Introduction to weightlifting
techniques, i.e. squat, snatch,
deadlift-Needs specialise S+C
trained coach input
● Develop plyometric training (e.g.
multidirectional jumps)
Stamina:
● Endurance activities (3 vs 1
games)
● Small sided games and ball drills
● Circuit training with the ball
Flexibility + Co-ordination:
● Dynamic warmup + mobility
exercises
● Warm up + cool down in
sessions
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Sample Training Session
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U16-U18 Age Group
PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• During this phase players begin to reach their physical peak and those late
developers begin to catch up with their peers.
• A significant number of players may be competing in multiple teams and
grades for club, county and schools. Need to manage rest and recovery.
• Need to manage time between school and sport.
• Ability to mix with all teammates and adults.
• Commitment to individual practice away from team sessions / matches.
• Personal responsibility for hydration/nutrition.

Key Coaching Considerations
• Enjoyment and Fun for players still an important consideration in
designing sessions. Focus on advanced technical skill development / skills
under pressure.
• Increased fitness focus. Aerobic, anaerobic and strength training through
ball work, as well ideally an individualised conditioning programme
developed and delivered by a S+C trained conditioning coach.
• Training should include a combination of intense small-sided games with
opportunities for decision making, possession games, conditioned games
or match based scenarios and skill revision.
• Two or more training sessions per week of 75-90 minutes. Session plans
to be sent out in advance to the coaching team and/or players.
Developmental changes associated with puberty require a degree of
strength training to prevent injury, especially a strong emphasis on single
leg

strength

and
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(https://www.setantacollege.com/athletic-development-for-theteenage-lgfa-player-blog/). This should initially take the form of basic lowimpact exercises that are aimed at teaching landing mechanics and
control. These ideally should form part of the warm-up and individualised
conditioning programmes.
• Develop further understanding of attack and defence principles through
grids and small sided games and tactical awareness games.
• Players should be introduced to psychological training (winning mindsetmental toughness and calmness under pressure) through games
promoting concentration and decision making.
• Consistent reinforcement of importance of lifestyle and taking
responsibility for time management/kit/nutrition/hydration/recovery.

“If it is to be, it’s up to me”
• Players should be encouraged and supported by the coaching team to
have their own personal development plan (PDP) focusing on all the
pillars of physical and mental development.
• Consistently reinforce behaviours of a growth mindset. Encourage selfawareness and self-help amongst players.
• Enough teams should be entered to cater for the size of the panel to
ensure all players who remain committed to training with the team and
the club are given an opportunity to play and develop.
• Focus on league to develop all players and championship to develop
teams.
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• Important that coaches from U-15 to Senior communicate regularly
regarding selection of players. Focus on what is best for each player’s
long-term development to avoid burnout.
• Coaching team to meet the players early on for a white board session to
understand their needs and establish qualities of an excellent team mate.
This will form the basis of the team values and standards and it should be
understood that the role of the coach is to get players to adhere to these
standards.
• Regular social events for purposes of team and friendship building.
• Consistent reinforcement of the Character traits at the centre of our
coaching culture (Respect, Punctuality, Discipline, Work rate, Team-sense
and Commitment).
•

Accept that the team is paramount and their role within the team
structure.

Pillars of
Development
Technical

Key competencies
● Continue to develop the skills under increased
pressure (e.g. kicking with increased emphasis on
accuracy/movement/distance/diagonal balls)
● Perform multi-functional roles, marking role, target
player
● Close correction of mistakes; technical and rule based
with constructive criticism.
● Skill development within small sided games
● Sports specific skills – free taking, penalties etc.
● Regular testing of skills.

Tactical

● Understand game plans- use of sweeper/zonal
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marking vs man marking
● Implement patterns of play
● Develop positional requirements
● Basic performance analysis with progression
Mental

● Goal setting – long and short term
● Self-motivation
● Taught how to prepare for matches; pre-match, half
time and post-match
● Basic mental preparation techniques – relaxation
● Capable of teamwork and taking advice
● Coping strategies during a game encouraged by coach

Physical

● Develop fitness – anaerobic and aerobic
● Strength and conditioning programme-ideally
individualised
● Multidirectional runs
● Explanation of training system: how to train for speed,
strength, endurance etc.
● Periodisation training system

Life skills

Awareness of recovery/rest/sleep
Promote good sleeping patterns
Knowledge of optimal nutrition + hydration to promote
sports performance + healthy lifestyle
Promote individual and/or home practice. Aim to hold and
kick a football everyday
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Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

Physical training
Speed: Quick footwork and agility
Speed work in warmups
(Efforts< 20 seconds).
Acceleration + deceleration
Game related reaction
exercises
Relay racing

Intense Small-sided Games
- Across the line
- Total football
- Break-Ball & Kick
- 4 Goal option

Planting the foot (the 3 stepmovement)
Full Invasion; Back v Forwards
Running mechanics & technique 15 v 15
Strength work to improve speed Possession Games
One rule games e.g. Give and Go
4 seconds
2 touch
Strength: Body weight Circuit training
Upper body, legs, and back
Deploying a sweeper
- Develop Core strength e.g. plank
Defending the zones
- Perfect correct weight lifting
Deploying the strong girl (bean laidir)
techniques e.g. squat, Clean, snatch,
Conditioned games
N.B Only qualified coaches to
undertake this training
-Individualised S+C programme with
those with core strength + good
technique
- Introduce free weights and medicine
balls
Plyometric e.g. multi directional jumps
Stamina (Ideally based on test results)
● Drills incorporating the ball
● Small sided games and ball drills
Flexibility + Co-ordination:
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● Dynamic warm up
● Flexibility exercises

Sample Session:
Time
10 minutes
10 minutes
5 minutes
15 minutes

Activity
Dynamic with the ball
Dynamic without the
ball
Speedwork
Small-sided game 1

15 minutes
15 minutes

Tackling/shooting drill
Small-sided game 2

15 minutes
5 minutes

Full sided game
Warm down
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Summary
Dynamic with balls
Stretch -running technique
drills/plyometrics
Max velocity sprints
7 vs 7. Conditioned game
e.g. Across the Line
2vs 1 for goal
7 vs 7. Conditioned game
e.g. Four goal option
14 vs 14
Dynamic warm-down /
summary and reflections
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Gaelic For Mothers & Others
Gaelic for Mothers & Others (G4MO) was established by the LGFA to introduce
mothers and other women to playing Ladies Gaelic Football. Introduced by the
club in 2016 this has been a resounding success in Carryduff GAC.

Key Considerations
• Played in a fun, non-competitive and social environment. Opportunity
to play in a purely recreational environment.
• Aimed at those who may not have played Gaelic football before or who
have been out of the game for a long time.
• Chance to be physically active.
• Chance to be socially active within the community and make new
friends and create a fun and social dimension to the ladies side of the
club.
• Draws in new members into the club.
• Creates greater awareness of Gaelic games in the community.
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• Being a Mother is not a necessity but participants must be 21+ and not
currently playing competitively with a club team.
Player Characteristics:
• Players will respect and seek knowledge from the coach.
• Players goals and motivations will be varied.
• Players are capable of self-direction and autonomous decision making
due to maturity.
• Players will give it 100% when present.
Coaching Considerations:
Coaches should:
• Expect sporadic attendance. Players will have many personal obligations
and non-sporting responsibilities that may inhibit 100% attendance.
• Recognise effort and give positive and constructive feedback.
• Praise players and let them know when they are doing well.
• Be collaborative with players regarding decision making and create
situations for players to self-guide.
• Be flexible, be open to suggestions from players to do what works well for
them.
• Be specific and explain how training activities are related to the game.
• Create space for players to talk, interact and share.
• Provide an environment for players to make as many mistakes as they
like.
• Expect that players may be unfamiliar with Gaelic football and should
create learning situations that bridge that gap.
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• Understand that players will learn better when they understand how
training will help them improve a personal weakness.
• Be aware that formation of new habits takes time due to prior ‘motor
experience’.
• Frame training situations for upcoming blitzes and matches.

For

more

information

see:

https://ladiesgaelic.ie/lgfa-hub/games-

development/gaelic4mothersothers/g4mo-coaching-webinar/

G4MO. Sample Session Structure:
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Ladies Coaching Qualifications
Coaches in Carryduff GAC will be encouraged and supported to attend
coach education workshops and to complete official GAA and LGFA coaching
qualifications. The range of qualifications offered by the GAA and LGFA are
described below:

LGFA Coaching Qualifications:
A full description of the LGFA qualifications can be found at the link below:
https://ladiesgaelic.ie/lgfa-hub/coaches/coaching-courses-workshops/

Three levels of qualification are offered:
1. FUNdamental’s Course: This is a foundation level course designed as an
introduction to good coaching, no matter what age group you are starting
to coach with. It is a fun, dynamic and informative course designed by
coaches for coaches. Coaches will gain some insights into the theoretical
underpinnings of successful coaching as well as having the opportunity to
coach and learn in a safe environment.
2. Raising the Bar – Level 1: Coaches must have completed their Ladies
Gaelic Football ‘FUNdamentals’ course prior to undertaking the Level 1
course, have a minimum of one year’s coaching experience to participate
on this and be 18 years of age or older. All successful participants on our
coaching courses receive our qualifications which are recognised by
Coaching Ireland and a Coaching Ireland Award is a high-quality
accreditation recognised throughout Europe.
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3. Level 2 Coaching Programme: The Level 2 coaching programme focuses
on helping coaches to identify patterns of play and helps coaches identify
the skills and qualities required by each individual player to institute new
tactics and identify the players most suitable to fulfil the required roles.
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Carryduff GAC Coaching Guidelines for Male Football

i.

U-7.5 Age Group

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• Easily distracted with short attention span.
• Self-centred and will want their own ball.
• Don’t understand planned training
• First critical period for speed development.
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Key Coaching Considerations:
• Enjoyment and building a connection with the coaches, the sport & the
club. Emphasis on participation + fun, fun, fun.
• Agility and Fundamental movement skills with the ball.
• Learning to use the ball and master the ball.
• Encourage home practice. Provide parents a guide that follows the
coaching for their age group that allows them to practice at home.
• Challenge children where they are at and where possible, players of equal
ability should be matched for fun game scenarios.
• Players will beg for a game at every opportunity, yet their technique is
best improved through individual, paired and small group work. This is an
ideal time to use the ‘Whole-Part-Whole’ approach to some sessions
where the coach starts with a game, stops it after ten minutes, works on
one technique for a short period then restarts the game.
• 1-2 training sessions per week of 1 hour.
• Coaching sessions to be pre-planned and focusing on ABC’s, RJT’S,
fundamental movements, hand/eye coordination work, balance, agility,
mobility, stability and skill’s introduction.

Pillars of Development

Key competencies

Technical

Jumping
Throwing
Catching-body
Rolling
4 steps
Bouncing the ball (Encourage both
sides-EBS)
Pass (hand + fist)-EBS
Punt kick
-EBS
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Pick up
Solo
Shadowing

-EBS
-EBS
-EBS

Tactical

FUN games-friendly competition
Fair play
Spatial Awareness
Basic positional roles

Mental

Enthusiasm /Self confidence/ Increase
attention + concentration/

Physical

Introduction to warm-ups + cool down
Agility / Balance / Coordination /
Running / Jumping / Landing

Lifeskills

Value of being punctual / Listening and
responding to direction
Promote practicing at home

Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

ABC + RJT
Agility: Zig zag relay
Balance: One leg hopping
Hop one leg and land on other

Target Games: Skittles
Through the gate
Tower Ball
Court Games: Over the River
Scout Ball
Cuchulain

Co-ordination: Skipping/ Ladder work
Running: On the spot
Relay races
Hurdle running
Stopping

Field Games; Rounders
Four hitters
4 vs 4(two touch)
5 vs 5(wide man)

Jumping: Leap frog
Donkey kicks

Part Invasion; 4 vs 4(zoned) No Goalie
Line game
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Throwing: Target Roll
Bowling
Dodgeball
Conditioning: Tug of War
Push and Pull Partner
The Bridge
Introduce basic flexibility

Sample Session
Welcome Children 5 mins

Connect with the kids and reinforce/build those
connections

Warm up

10 mins Agility Fun games with + without the ball #

Skill 1

10 mins Introduce and revise skills. Practise with fun
games. Use both feet and hands and emphasise
importance of using both

Skill 2

10 mins As Above-Games based

Skill3

10 mins As above-Games based

Small sided games 10 mins Small sided 4 vs 4 up to 6 vs 6
Finisher/warm
down

5 mins

Relay races/ Sprints/ Talk to children + parentsConnect

-#Invent your own!!
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U-9.5 age group

At this age players will now try to win the game not only by scoring but also by
attempting to deny the opposition the opportunity to score. They will also begin
to understand the need to change the direction of a run or a pass to be more
effective and they will begin to grasp the idea that a player may need support
from behind and to the side as well as in front.

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• Can now cope better with planned skill training
• Begin to understand rules and formal competition
• Will follow role models
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Key Considerations
• Emphasis on fun and participation.
• Learning to play as a team.
• Revision and refining mastery of the ball (refining technical skills).
• Two sessions per week of 1 hour.
• Regular blitzes with emphasis on competing, but not result focused.
Maximum 9 aside with all players entitled to at least one half of football.
Two touch rules.
• Challenge children where they are at and where possible, players of equal
ability should be matched for drills and game scenarios. Coaches must be
quick to address the problem of one or two players dominating play and
preventing others from developing their skills during games.
• Many players at this age fail to recognise the need to attack the ball and
prefer to wait for the ball. If this is allowed to persist, that player will find
it increasingly difficult to change his/her instincts.
• Equal opportunity to have equal playing time.
• Teaching the character traits at the centre of our coaching culture are:
Respect, Punctuality, Discipline, Work rate, Team sense and
Commitment.

Pillars of Development

Key competencies

Technical

Catching-High
Soloing-both sides
Hand pass-both sides
Punt kick-both sides
Hook kick -EBS
Tackle with hand
Introduction to blocking
Regular revision and testing of above
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skills

Tactical

Awareness of Go Game rules
Awareness of opposition
Team play- basics of attack and defence
Basic support play
Continued development of Spatial
Awareness

Mental

Enthusiasm
Build confidence + motivation
Positive attitude to sport
Increase concentration

Physical

Increased understanding of warm-ups +
cool down
Further agility, balance +co-ordination
Continued
running
with
Jumping/Landing techniques

Life skills

Taught value of playing on a team
Identification with +ve role models
Accept discipline and structure
Teamwork + interaction skills
Promote practicing at home

Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

Physical training
Speed: Speed work in warmups
(Efforts< 6 seconds). Include change of
direction + reaction sprints
Strength:
● Introduce core strength
● Introduce own body strength
exercises (e.g. press-ups, etc)
● Introduce plyometric training
(e.g. bounding and hopping)

Court Games; Over the River
Hit the corners
Field Games; Crazy kicks
Batter bonanza
4 vs 4(two touch)
5 vs 5(wide man)
Part Invasion; 4 vs 1(Grid)
Pass and Attack
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Stamina:
● Endurance activities (e.g. relay
running)
● Small sided games and ball drills
● Circuit training with the ball
Flexibility + Co-ordination:
● Dynamic stretching + mobility
exercises
● Warm up + cool down concept

Full Invasion; 4 vs 4 (Split ends)
5 vs 5
Go Games

Sample Session

+ Warm down
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U-11.5 Age Group

Players will now compete with greater intensity against each other and
training needs to be moderately increased at this stage.

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• Begin to form small groups of close friendships.
• Group opinion important for evaluation.
• Start to compare to each other.
• Better able to work with others.
• Easier to develop teamwork.
• Players will now try to win the game not only by scoring but also by
attempting to deny the opposition the opportunity to score.
• They will also begin to understand the need to change the direction of a
run or a pass to be more effective and they will begin to grasp the idea
that a player may need support from behind and to the side as well as in
front.

Key Considerations
• Learning to play as a team and learn the positions without the team.
• Formal league starts (11 aside two touch rule). All players entitled to one
half of football. Coaches encouraged to rotate players at half time.
o Select appropriate number of teams to allow all players meaningful
playing opportunity. Emphasis on competing, but not result
focused.
• Coaches must be quick to address the problem of one or two players
dominating play and preventing others from developing their skills during
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games. Intentional rotation of players to facilitate equal playing time and
roughly equal exposure to different playing positions (eg forwards,
midfield, defence, goalkeeper, central vs wing positions)
• Challenge children where they are at and where possible, players of equal
ability should be matched for drills and game scenarios.
• Coaches should continue to run small-sided games and condition them to
solve problems. Revision and refining mastery of the ball.
• Teaching the Character traits at the centre of our coaching culture
(Respect,

Punctuality,

Discipline,

Work

rate,

Team-sense

and

Commitment).
• 1-2 sessions per week of 60-75 minutes
• League & go game fixtures with emphasis on competing, but not result
focused.
• Blitzes with emphasis on competing, but not result focused.
•

Many players at this age fail to recognise the need to attack the ball and
prefer to wait for the ball. If this is allowed to persist, that player will find
it increasingly difficult to change his/her instincts.

•

All players must always feel part of the session, one-to-one coaching may
be needed.

Pillars of Development

Key competencies

Technical

Continue to develop all skills on both
sides
-Hand pass + fist pass
-Punt and hook kick
-Soloing
Near hand tackle
Blocking
Evasion
skills-side
step/solo
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dummy/roll off
Angles of run
Timing of Pass
Playing with ”Head up”
Regular revision and testing of skills

Tactical

Increased awareness of competition
rules
Support play for ball carrier
Identify strengths and weaknesses
Appreciation of consequences of
actions
Spatial awareness under pressure

Mental

Achieve success and be praised for itbasic targets
Setting short term goals
Sportsmanship
encouraged
and
fostered
Increased
decision
making
opportunities

Physical

Introduction to basic fitness techniques
Importance of proper hydration at
training emphasised
Introduction to speed and acceleration

Life-skills

Inclusion of sport as lifestyle
Good health and hygiene
Established self-identity
Basic nutrition and hydration
Promote individual and home practicePromote individual and home practiceAim to hold and kick a football everyday
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Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

Physical training
Speed: Speed work in warmups
(Efforts< 6 seconds). Include change of
direction + reaction sprints

Court Games; Over the River
Hit the corners
Field Games; Crazy kicks
Batter bonanza
4 vs 4(two touch)
5 vs 5(wide man)

Strength:
● Introduce core strength
● Introduce own body strength
exercises (e.g. press-ups, etc)
● Introduce plyometric training
(e.g. bounding and hopping)

Part Invasion; 4 vs 1(Grid)
Pass and Attack

Stamina:
● Endurance activities (e.g. relay
running)
● Small sided games and ball drills
● Circuit training with the ball

Full Invasion; 4 vs 4 (Split ends)
5 vs 5
Go Games

Flexibility + Co-ordination:
● Dynamic stretching + mobility
exercises
● Warm up + cool down concept
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Sample Session

+ 5 minute cool down
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U13 Age Group

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• Players heavily influenced by peer pressure. Self-esteem often linked to
popularity.

Key Coaching Considerations
• Enjoyment & Fun for players still an important consideration designing
sessions-Focus on advanced technical skill development/skills under
pressure.
• Training should include a combination of small-sided games with
opportunities for decision making, possession games, conditioned games
or match based scenarios and skill revision. Where possible, players of
equal ability should be matched for drills and game scenarios.

• Increased fitness focus-players can be introduced to moderate anaerobic
and strength training through ball work.
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• 1-2 training sessions per week of 75-90 minutes. Session plans to be sent
out a day in advance to the coaching team and/or players.
• Develop understanding of attack and defence principles through grids and
small sided games.
• Players should be introduced to psychological training (winning mindsetmental toughness and calmness under pressure) through games
promoting concentration + decision making.
• Introduction to importance of lifestyle and taking responsibility for time
management/kit/nutrition/hydration/recovery.

“If it is to be, it’s up to me”
• Enough teams should be entered to cater for the size of the panel to
ensure all players get enough game time to have an opportunity to
develop.
• Focus on league to develop all players and championship to develop
teams. Encourage flexibility and fine-tune the generic skills of the players
by letting players play in a variety of positions.
• Consistent reinforcement of the Character traits at the centre of our
coaching culture (Respect, Punctuality, Discipline, Work rate, Team-sense
and Commitment).

Pillars of Development

Key competencies

Technical

Jumping
Throwing
Catching-body
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Rolling
4 steps
Bouncing the ball (Encourage both
sides-EBS)
Pass (hand + fist)-EBS
Punt kick
-EBS
Pick up
-EBS
Solo
-EBS
Shadowing
-EBS

Tactical

FUN games-friendly competition
Fair play
Spatial Awareness
Basic positional roles

Mental

Enthusiasm /Self-confidence/ Increase
attention + concentration/

Physical

Introduction to warm-ups + cool down
Agility / Balance / Coordination /
Running / Jumping / Landing

Lifeskills

Value of being punctual / Listening and
responding to direction
Promote practicing at home

Physical training
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Speed: Speed work in warmups
(Efforts< 6 seconds). Include change of
direction + reaction sprints

Court Games; Over the River
Hit the corners
Field Games; Crazy kicks
Batter bonanza
4 vs 4 (two touch)
5 vs 5 (wide man)

Strength:
● Introduce core strength
● Introduce own body strength
exercises (e.g. press-ups, etc)
● Introduce plyometric training
(e.g. bounding and hopping)

Part Invasion; 4 vs 1 (Grid)
Pass and Attack

Stamina:
● Endurance activities (e.g. relay
running)
● Small sided games and ball drills
● Circuit training with the ball

Full Invasion; 4 vs 4 (Split ends)
5 vs 5
Go Games

Flexibility + Co-ordination:
● Dynamic stretching + mobility
exercises
● Warm up + cool down concept
Sample session
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U15 Age Group

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• Can be a marked difference in physical development between players.
o (While players in this stage may be of the same chronological age
they may differ significantly in terms of biological age i.e. one may
be more physically developed than another).
o Peak Height Velocity / Rate of growth in boys occurs between 1415 in chronological age.
• Many players/coaches do not make connection between physical
development and loss of form.
• Tend to be self-critical, rely on coach for positive reinforcement.
• Popularity influences self-esteem.

Key Considerations
• Focus on advanced technical skill development/skills under pressure.
• Increased fitness focus-players can be introduced to moderate anaerobic
and strength training through ball work.
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• Due to potential huge differences in physical development, aerobic and
strength programmes should be individualised or grouped according to
their Peak Height Velocity. This requires trained S+C coaches.
• Develop understanding of attack and defence principles through grids and
small sided games.
• Players should be introduced to psychological training (growth mindset)
through games promoting concentration and decision making.
• Enjoyment + Fun for players still an important consideration designing
sessions.
• Enough teams should be entered to cater for the size of the panel and
that all who remain committed to training with the team and the club are
given an opportunity to play.
o Focus on league to develop all players and championship to
develop teams.
• Introduction to importance of lifestyle and taking responsibility for time
management/kit/nutrition/hydration/recovery.

“If it is to be, it’s up to me”
• Introduce concept of a growth mindset and consistently reinforce
behaviours associated with it. Encourage self-awareness and self-help
amongst players.
• Consistent reinforcement of the Character traits at the centre of our
coaching culture (Respect, Punctuality, Discipline, Work rate, Team-sense
and Commitment).
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Pillars of
Development
Technical

Key competencies
● Perform multi-functional roles, marking role, target
player
● Close correction of mistakes; technical and rule based
with constructive criticism
● Skill development within small sided games
● Sports specific skills – free taking, penalties etc.
● Regular testing of skills

Tactical

●
●
●
●

Mental

● Goal setting – long and short term
● Self-motivation
● Taught how to prepare for matches; pre-match, half
time and post-match
● Basic mental preparation techniques – relaxation
● Capable of teamwork and taking advice
● Coping strategies during a game encouraged by coach

Physical

● Develop fitness – anaerobic and aerobic
● Strength and conditioning-Individualised programme
by S+C coach
● Multidirectional runs
● Explanation of training system: how to train for speed,
strength, endurance etc.
● Periodisation training system

Life skills

●
●
●
●
●

Understand game plans
Implement patterns of play
Develop positional requirements
Basic performance analysis with progression

Inclusion of sport as lifestyle
Good health and hygiene
Established self-identity
Basic nutrition and hydration
Promote individual and/or home practice. Aim to hold
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and kick a football everyday

Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

Physical training
Speed: Multidirectional (Efforts < 20
secs)
Quick footwork + agility
Acceleration + deceleration (e.g. go go
stop)
Games related reaction exercises
Relay racing

Part Invasion e.g. wide man
Zone to zone
Full Invasion; Back vs Forwards
Possession games
Conditioned games, e.g. one or 2
touch/3 second rule/ give and go

Strength:
● Body weight circuit training
(upper body, legs, core)
● Develop core strength (e.g.
plank)
● Introduction to weightlifting
techniques, i.e. squat, snatch,
deadlift-Needs specialise S+C
trained coach input
● Develop plyometric training (e.g.
multidirectional jumps)
Stamina:
● Endurance activities, 3 v 1 games
● Small sided games and ball drills
● Circuit training with the ball
Flexibility + Co-ordination:
● Dynamic warmup + mobility
exercises
● Warm up + cool down in
sessions
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Sample Session
Time
10 minutes
10 minutes

Activity
Dynamic with the ball
Dynamic without the
ball

5 minutes
15 minutes

Speedwork
Small sided game 1

15 minutes
15 minutes

Tackling/shooting drill
Small sided game 2

15 minutes
5 minutes

Full sided game
Warm down
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Summary
Dynamic with balls
Stretch -running
technique
drills/plyometrics
Max velocity sprints
7 vs 7. Conditioned
game e.g. Across the
Line
2vs 1 for goal
7 vs 7. Conditioned
game e.g. Four goal
option
14 vs 14
Dynamic warm down/
summary and
reflections
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U-17 & U-19 Age Groups

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS
• During this phase players begin to reach their physical peak and those
slow developers begin to catch up with their peers.
• A significant number of players within any group may be competing in
multiple teams and grades for club, county and schools. Need to manage
rest & recovery. Need to manage time between school + sport.
• Ability to mix with all teammates and adults.
• Commitment to individual practice away from team sessions/matches.
• Personal responsibility for hydration/nutrition.
• Strong connection with admired adult role models.

Key Coaching Considerations
• Focus on advanced technical skill development/skills under pressure
Enjoyment & Fun for players still an important consideration designing
sessions.
• Increased fitness focus. Aerobic, anaerobic and strength training through
ball work as well ideally an individualised conditioning programme
developed and delivered by a S&C trained conditioning coach.
• Training should include a combination of intense small-sided games with
opportunities for decision making, possession games, conditioned games
or match based scenarios and skill revision.
•

Two + training sessions per week of 75-90 minutes. Session plans to be
sent out a day in advance to the coaching team and/or players.

• Develop further understanding of attack and defence principles through
grids and small sided games and tactical awareness games.
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• Players should be introduced to psychological training (winning mindsetmental toughness and calmness under pressure) through games
promoting concentration & decision making.
• Consistent reinforcement of importance of lifestyle and taking
responsibility for time management/kit/nutrition/hydration/recovery.

“If it is to be, it’s up to me”
• Players should be encouraged and supported by the coaching team to
have their own personal development plan (PDP) focusing on all the
pillars of physical and mental development.
• Consistently reinforce behaviours of a
growth mindset. Encourage self-awareness
and self-help amongst players.
• Consistent reinforcement of the Character
traits at the centre of our coaching culture
(Respect, Punctuality, Discipline, Work
rate, Team-sense and Commitment).
• Accept that the team is paramount and
that each player understands their role within the team structure.

Pillars of
Development
Technical

Key competencies
● Perform multi-functional roles, marking role, target
player
● Close correction of mistakes; technical and rule based
with constructive criticism
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● Skill development within small sided games
● Sports specific skills – free taking, penalties etc.
● Regular testing of skills
Tactical

●
●
●
●

Mental

● Goal setting – long and short term
● Self-motivation
● Taught how to prepare for matches; pre-match, half
time and post-match
● Basic mental preparation techniques – relaxation
● Capable of teamwork and taking advice
● Coping strategies during a game encouraged by coach

Physical

● Develop fitness – anaerobic and aerobic
● Progressive strength and conditioning programme
with S+C coach supervision
● Multidirectional runs
● Explanation of training system: how to train for speed,
strength, endurance etc.
● Periodisation training system

Life skills

Understand game plans
Implement patterns of play
Develop positional requirements
Basic performance analysis with progression

Awareness of need for recovery/rest/sleep
Promote good sleeping patterns
Knowledge of optimal nutrition + hydration to promote
sports performance + healthy lifestyle
Promote individual and/or home practice. Aim to hold and
kick a football every day
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Fundamental Movement Examples

Games Specific Examples

Physical training
Speed: Quick footwork and agility
Speed work in warmups
(Efforts< 20 seconds).
Acceleration + deceleration
Game related reaction
exercises
Relay racing
Planting the foot (the 3 stepmovement)
Running mechanics & technique
Strength work to improve speed

Strength: Body weight Circuit training
Upper body, legs, and back
- Develop Core strength e.g. plank
- Perfect correct weight lifting
techniques e.g. squat, clean, snatch,
N.B Only qualified coaches to
undertake this training
-Individualised S+C programme with
those with core strength + good
technique
- Introduce free weights and medicine
balls
Plyometric e.g. multi directional jumps

Intense Small-sided Games
- Across the line
- Total football
- Break-Ball & Kick
- 4 Goal option

Full Invasion; Back v Forwards
15 v 15
Possession Games
One rule games e.g Give and Go
4 seconds
2 touch
Deploying a sweeper
Defending the zones
Deploying the strong man (fear laidir)
Conditioned games

Stamina (Ideally based on test results)
● Drills incorporating the ball
● Small sided games and ball drills
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Flexibility + Co-ordination:
● Dynamic warm up
● Flexibility exercises
Sample Session
Time

Activity

Summary

10 minutes

Dynamic with the ball

Dynamic with balls

10 minutes

Dynamic without the

Stretch -running

ball

technique
drills/plyometrics

10 minutes

Speedwork

Max velocity sprints

15 minutes

Small sided game 1

7 vs 7. Conditioned
game Backs vs Forwards

10 minutes

Compound Shooting

3 vs 3 for goal

drill/Decision
making/Tackling
15 minutes

Small sided game 2

7 vs 7. Conditioned
game e.g. Four goal
option

15 minutes

Full sided game

15 vs 15 with sweepers

5 minutes

Warm down

Dynamic warm down/
summary and
reflections
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Appendix 1

a. Mission, Vision & Values
The GAA’s values are the heart and soul of our Association and Carryduff GAC. In
common with every Club around the world, these values are what bind us, what makes us
members of a unique association and helps to attract more and more players, members,
volunteers and supporters.

i. Mission
“The GAA is a community-based volunteer organisation promoting Gaelic games, culture
and lifelong participation.”
The GAA is a volunteer organisation. We develop and promote Gaelic games at the core
of Irish identity and culture.
We are dedicated to ensuring that our family of games, and the values we live, enrich the
lives of our members, families and the communities we serve.
We are committed to active lifelong participation for all and to providing the best facilities.
We reach out to and include all members of our society.
We promote individual development and well-being and strive to enable all our members
achieve their full potential in their chosen roles.

ii. Vision
Our vision is that everybody has the opportunity to be welcomed to take part in our games
and culture, to participate fully, to grow and develop and to be inspired to keep a lifelong
engagement with our Association.
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iii. Values
1. Community Identity
• Community is at the heart of our Association. Everything we do helps to enrich the
communities we serve
• We foster a clear sense of identity and place
2.
•
•
•

Amateur Status
We are a volunteer led organisation
All our members play and engage in our games as amateurs
We provide a games programme at all levels to meet the needs of all our players

3.
•
•
•

Inclusiveness
We welcome everybody to be part of our Association
We are anti-sectarian
We are anti-racist

4. Respect
• We respect each other on and off the playing fields
• We operate with integrity at all levels
• We listen and respect the views of all
5. Player Welfare
• We provide the best playing experience for all our players
• We structure our games to allow players of all abilities reach their potential
6. Teamwork
• Effective teamwork on and off the field is the cornerstone of our Association
• Ní neart go cur le chéile (there is no strength without unity).
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Appendix 2: Training Session Template
TEAM MOTO

Ceathrú Aodha Dhuibh CLG
INSERT TEAM NAME
Session Plan
Team value 1

Team value 2

Date:
Session Focus

Time

Activity

Team value 3

Team value 4

Team value 5

Venue:

Summary

Responsibility

Session Reflections & Feedback:
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